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Abstract ix

Scalable DNA algorithms

Abstract

The DNA computing field consists in using DNA as dynamic building blocks. By interacting
together, they can implement small algorithms and effectively compute.
Many successful approaches were made. For instance, by implementing logical circuits where
reconfigurations of DNA complexes progressively evaluate the network. Another approach is to
attach DNA strands according to defined rules to a substrate made of large DNA objects called
DNA origami. However, all the current approaches face the challenge of scalability. In most
designs, the size of the input is linked to either the DNA origami or the number of strands. The
number of strands, is limited not only technically but also theoretically, as there is an inherent
chance of hybridization error between two strands that are not fully complementary.
In this thesis, we want to solve this scalability issue on the particular problem of maze solving.
This problem was already solved in both in a non-reversible and non-scalable fashion. We
propose to implement a reversible random walk walker on a DNA origami. Our point is twofold.
First, we can make a design with only four different strands, no matter the size of the maze.
Most importantly, using reversibility is a key factor, as it can harness randomness to reverse
hybridization errors.
In the first part, we conducted experiments where we attached static paths made of DNA strands
on a DNA origami. We will validate our ability to both conduct, observe and process these
experiments. In the second part, we propose an implementation of a reversible random walk
using a variation of the toehold mediated strand displacement technique. We have conducted and
developed experiments on this variation using a bottom-up approach. Our experiments led to
preliminary results of the technique on a DNA origami.

Keywords: dna computing, dna origami, strand displacemement, scalable, random walk
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Thesis Outline

The DNA computing field consists in using DNA as dynamic building blocks. DNA
(single) strands can form a double-helix duplex when they possess complementary se-
quences. One can implement binding rules between objects by carefully choosing the set
of sequences and then effectively run small algorithms. We can identify two categories
of approaches to DNA computing. The first approach is the use of a substrate DNA
object (DNA origami), which is duplicated many times in the experiment solution. The
computation state is therefore encoded by the configuration of the DNA origami. The
computations are run independently on the many origami instances. The DNA origami
technique[Rot], invented by Paul Rothemund, gives a reliable and flexible way to design
and assemble large (about 100 nanometers wide) objects. The second approach to DNA
computing is to encode the state of computation in the concentration of DNA complexes.
The toehold mediated strand displacement technique allows implementing reconfiguration
rules between complexes. Despite astonishing results and many experiments known,
one of the main challenges in DNA computing is its scalability as the size of the input
increases. In most designs, the size of the input is related to either the actual design of
the DNA origami, or the number of strands to mix in the experiment. In the first case,
it is impossible to easily modify the origami design. Regarding the second case, the
number of strands is limited in practice because of hybridization errors. Indeed, there
is an inevitable chance of hybridization errors between two strands that are not fully
complementary.

In this thesis, we propose to investigate techniques to solve this scalability issue
on the particular problem of maze-solving. Maze-solving on DNA origami, consists in
encoding a maze with an entrance and an exit on a 2D DNA origami. The goal is to design
a DNA system that explores and identifies the path between the entry and the exit. This
problem was already solved in a both non-reversible and non-scalable fashion [Cha+19].
In this design, hairpins, single strands folded on themselves, dynamically attach to
the origami surface, propagating a path on the DNA origami. This design produces
a non-reversible but random navigator in the maze. It is non-reversible because of
the particular use of the hairpins, which cannot fold back to their initial state. It is
random because at each intersection, there is an equal distance between the different
next cells to go, which leads to a random direction taken each time. The navigators,
at the end, attach a path on each DNA origami, going from the entrance to a dead end.
Using magnetic beads, only the "correct" origami, with a path between the entrance
and the exit remain in the tube, which solves the maze problem. However, this design
is not scalable because, as the maze grows, the concentration of such "correct" DNA
origami decreases exponentially. Our idea is to use a reversible system to turn this
non-scalable design into a scalable one. Indeed, if the navigator were to be able to go
back on their path and stop upon reaching the exit, it would have two properties. First,

xiii



xiv Thesis Outline

all the navigators on the DNA origami would reach the exit. Secondly, the mean time to
reach the exit would be quadratic to the maze size. It means that, as the size of the maze
grows, the same design will be usable.

The first part of this thesis introduces the reader to DNA nanotechnology. We show
how the characteristics of DNA, and the current technology, allow for self-assembling
DNA structures of increasingly larger sizes (chapter 1). In a second time (chapter 2), we
explore how the rules that allow for the self-assembly of (static) structures can actually
be used in dynamic ways, to compute. We focus on two techniques, tile assembly[EW17]
and strand displacement[ZW09]. We also describe how these dynamic systems can be
observed, for instance using Atomic force microscopy (AFM) or fluoresence reporting.
Finally, after the description of several examples of DNA computing algorithms, we
discuss the problem of scalability and introduce the solution we propose for the scalable
solving of mazes.

The objective of the second part is to validate our origami designs, to statically
assemble a path made of several strands on a DNA origami, to validate the geometry
of our path designs, and to check the ability to visualize a path with the AFM. After
the elaboration of 2D origami with a regular grid and paths attached to it (chapter 3),
we describe our material and methods (chapter 4), and then present the experimental
results (chapter 5). We will assess two versions of DNA origami made to avoid torsions.
We will successfully assemble a path made of a dozen strands, whose attachments, one
to another, are hard-coded. Removing the hard-coding will prove to also assemble. It
will show that a set of four "universal" strands that can form any path on a DNA origami.
Then we will investigate how to control the dynamics of this universal set using the
temperature. Because we did not succeed in controlling this assembly, we took another
approach, which led to part 3.

In the third and last part, we propose a random walk design using a variation of the
strand displacement technique. The control of the balance of the random walk is crucial
to make the paths reversible. This balance will be tunable through the concentration of
the strands in the buffer, and through the toehold energies, which is a strong strength of
our design. We describe and discuss our design in the first roadmap section (chapter 6).
To lead to the full experiment, we design a bottom-up approach that studies our core
mechanism, from a simplified system composed of a few strands, to a more complex
one supported on a DNA origami. The second section is dedicated to the materials and
methods (chapter 7) for the experiments we ran. The third section (chapter 8) shows the
results for the three toy models of the bottom-up approach. The Toy Model A develops
protocols to balance a two-state system made with strand displacement. In particular, we
will remove the quencher modification for fluorescence reporting, to avoid an increase in
duplexes stability due to direct contact quenching. Our solution uses guanine quenching
with fluorescein. We will also use sequence mismatch in the toeholds to easily change
the energy of the toeholds and try to balance the systems. The Toy Model B introduces an
energy barrier to the strand displacement using a small complex made of three strands
instead of a DNA origami. By observing the behavior of a set of four toehold energies, we
will validate the effectiveness of strand displacement, despite this energy barrier. Finally,
the Toy Model C is designed to explore the impact of this energy barrier when it is
supported on the surface of a DNA origami. The preliminary results will not conclude
to the effectiveness of strand displacement on this toy model. However, because of the
knowledge gained from the first toy models, we will be able discuss the ways one can
pursue the experiments of this toy model C.
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Chapter1
Introduction to DNA Nanotechnology

Outline of the current chapter

1.1 Chemical Structure of DNA 4

1.2 Physical Parameters 7

1.3 Thermodynamics 8

1.3.1 Particular case of DNA duplex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

1.3.2 Thermodynamic predictions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

1.4 Towards Self Assembled Structures 12

This chapter introduces the basic principles of DNA nanotechnology. We will examine
how the chemical structure of DNA, physical properties, and thermodynamics allow for
the self-assembly of structures with sizes of several orders of magnitudes.

3



4 CHAPTER 1. Introduction to DNA Nanotechnology

1.1 Chemical Structure of DNA
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Figure 1.1: The chemical structure of a DNA molecule. Four bases (a) can be included
in a nucleotide (b) which are bound together to form a single-stranded DNA (c). Image
adapted from by Madprime (CC BY-SA 3.0)

Single-stranded DNA. The DNA molecule (Figure 1.1) is a polymer made of a suc-
cession of nucleotides. Each nucleotide is composed of a base, a sugar and a phosphate
group. There are four possible bases : Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Guanine (G) and Cyto-
sine (C). By extension, we name each nucleotide by the base it contains. The nucleotides
are covalently bonded together between the phosphate group and the sugar. DNA is a
directed molecule because of this phosphate-sugar bond. The direction from phosphate
to sugar is called 5’ to 3’. The sequence of base, usually enumerated from 5’ to 3’ is
called the sequence of the DNA. For instance the sequence 5’-ATGC-3’ refers to the
DNA with the sequence of bases (Adenine, Thymine, Guanine, Cytosine). When a DNA
molecule is alone, we call it single-stranded DNA (ssDNA).

Synthesis and sequencing of DNA
The current technology can both easily
synthesize and sequence (read) DNA.
The cost of DNA sequencing has plum-
meted over the last few decades. In par-
ticular, high-throughput methods such
as Illumina of Oxford Nanopores can
make readings of about 100$ per billion
bases. When it comes to DNA synthe-
sis, progress was also important. How-
ever the nature of the tasks is fonda-
mentally different, and more challen-
ing. The synthesis is usually made iter-

atively by adding one base at each cy-
cle. With an efficiency at each cycle near
99% (depending on the technology), the
percentage of (entirel) correct strands
drops to about 50% for 80 base-length
strands. Further purification can isolate
correctly synthesized strands, but it ul-
timately raises the total cost per base.
DNA synthesis (without purification)
can be as low as 0.40$ per base. These
lowered costs of both synthesis and se-
quencing drove the progress of the DNA
computing field.
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(a) Possible hydrogen bonds between bases Adenine Thymine and Guanine Cytosine. The wigly
lines represent the connections to the sugars of the nucleotides. The pair A-G can form one more
hydrogen bond, which enhances its stability.
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(b) Representations of double-stranded DNA. From left to right : Chemical structure of a double
strand with four nucleotides. Schematic representation of complementary domains. Each line
represents a DNA strands. The arrow indicates the 5’ to 3’ direction. 3D DNA ball-and-stick
representation. A pair of adjacent ball and stick represents a nucleotide. The inner colored oval
ball at the end of a stick represents a base. Chemical ball-and-stick representation. The added
ribbons represents the sugar-phosphate backbone which are alligned on the phosphate atoms.
Space filling representation.

(c) Three possible DNA double-helix structures. From left
to right, A, B and Z forms. The ribbons represents the
phospho-sugar backbone.

Figure 1.2
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Double-stranded DNA. DNA can be found in a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)
structure, which has the famous double helix structure. For this to happen, the strands
must be arranged in opposit directions, and each pair of facing nucleotides must have
an affinity (Figure 1.2b). The base pairs with the most affinity are A-T and G-C because
they can form hydrogen bonds (Figure 1.2a). For instance if a strand’s sequence is ATGC,
then it can make double helix structure with a strand with the sequence GCAT. GCAT
is called the reverse complement of ATGC. By extension we call complementary strand,
the strand having the reverse complement sequence The length of a double-stranded
DNA in expressed in base pair (bp). Depending of the environment, several double helix
structures are possible (Figure 1.2c). The B-form is the most common in liquid [FG53].

DNA in practice. After ordering,
DNA is conditionned in microtubes.
Two forms can be possible, either in
a buffer, or dried. A common concen-
tration we usually order is 2.5 nmol, at
100 µM for a volume of 25 µL. At this
concentration, in 1 µL (1 mm3 ) there
are 6 × 1021 individual DNA strands.
Buffers for DNA. Although DNA can
be stored in pure salted water, it is com-
mon to store it in Tris-EDTA buffer (TE)
buffer. The Ethylenediaminetetraacetic

acid (EDTA) present in TE buffer is a
chelator of magnesium, which means
it has high affinity and prevent fur-
ther reaction when complexed. Its
presence inihibits enzymes activity that
could digest DNA after a contamina-
tion. Buffers with salts like magnesium
and sodium are often used when work-
ing with dsDNA. Indeed the presence
of cation screens the negative charges of
the sugar-phosphate backbone, which
enhances the stability of the duplex.

DNA in cells. DNA is used as a sup-
port for genetic information in cells.
However the sizes and the environ-
ments are extremely different to what
we use in the DNA computing field.
First we use strands of 100 bp to 10 kbp.
On the other hand, a human chromo-
some can contains hundreds of million
of base-pairs Moreover most of DNA
computing technique uses only DNA.
Many additionnal proteins packs chro-
mosomal DNA into many level of struc-
tures (Figure 1.3). These structures
are known modulate the expression of
genes, and thus contains additionnal in-
formation that are not written in the
genetic sequences.

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of
DNA packed into a chromosome (Na-
tional Human Genome Research Insti-
tute)
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1.2 Physical Parameters

diameter
2 nm

2.2 nm

full turn
10.44bp

1 bp
0.334 nm

1.2 nm

major groove

minor groove

(a) Space filling representation of a DNA double helix,
with size annotations.

(b) Cryo-EM density map of a DNA origami with DNA
model fitted on it. [Bai+12]

Figure 1.4

Geometry of double-stranded DNA The double-stranded B-form helix has a radius
of 1 nm, and a rise of 0.334 nm per basepair. It takes on average 10.44 bp to make a
full turn. Because the two strands are not diametrically opposed, we can observe one
minor and one major groove in the helix. Stacking interactions between consecutive
basepairs induces rigidity to the double helix structure. The persistence length in high
salt concentration is around 45nm [Por91], while the persistence length of ssDNA is
close to 1 nm [Tin+97]. Figure 1.4b shows a large-scale DNA structure called DNA
origami imaged with the cryo-EM technique. We see that this structure, made of multiple
DNA strands uses the precise geometry of DNA to form a mesh.
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1.3 Thermodynamics

1.3.1 Particular case of DNA duplex
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Figure 1.5: Fraction of dsDNA at equilibrium in function of the temperature. Prediction
was made with Nupack software with 1 µM of strand with sequence ATGCAGGATCAGTATA
and 1 µM of its complementary strand, in 12.5 mM Magnesium.

Thermodynamic equilibrium. We illustrate thermodynamics on a pair of complemen-
tary strands (denoted A and A*), but it can be generalized to an arbitrary number of
strands. Figure 1.5 represents the fraction of dsDNA for a given sequence (concentration
of dsDNA divided by the maximal possible concentration of dsDNA). The fraction
represented is the one at the thermodynamic equilibrium, which means that the system
will converge to this behavior over time. We observe that at high temperatures almost
no dsDNA are formed. We say that high temperatures denature DNA. Then decreasing
the temperature progressively assemble the dsDNA. This distribution can be computed
through thermodynamics. The law of mass action states that [A][A∗]

[AA∗] = K where K is the
dsDNA complexation constant. Often more indicative metric is the free energy of the
duplex ∆G°, expressed in kcal mol−1. Both constants are related through the formula
K = RT ln(∆G°). The free energy depends on the particular sequence, on possible sec-
ondary structures, and salt concentration in the buffer. The temperature at which half
the duplex are formed is called the melting temperature Tm.

Melting curves and differences between experimental and thermodynamic equilib-
rium. The melting temperature can lead back to the free energy through the formula
Tm = − ∆G°

R ln[AA∗]initial/2
) (with A and A* in equimolar concentrations). It can be measured

experimentally by measuring a melting curve (progressive temperature increase starting
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from assembled duplexes, to complete denaturation), or a hybridization curve (pro-
gressive temperature decrease starting from full denaturation). In reality depending
of the system, we can question whether or not the empirical melting curve obtained by
heating and decreasing the temperature reproduces well the theoretical melting curve.
For short oligos, we can expect that the system reach a state close to the thermodynamic
equilbrium in few seconds, and that the at this rate no hysteris phenomenon show a
difference between the melting curve and the hybridization curve. On the other hand,
larger systems, can have more than two states (ssDNA and dsDNA), with kinetics barri-
ers, between them. Kinetics and possible additionnal states (secondary structures) are
necessary to grasp these behaviors.

Kinetic modeling. DNA hybridization can modeled using a continuous time markov
process, with two states. Between these two states, a there is a binding transition, with
an associated bimolecular rate kb in s−1 M−1. There is also an unbinding transition,
with an associated unimolecular rate ku in s−1. The law of detailed balance kb/ku =
exp(−∆G°/kBT ) reunites the kinetic model with the thermodynamic equilibrium. We see
that at a given free energy there is a choice to make. In practice the binding rate is often
considerer is constant in first approximation [Win06]. Experiments and simulations
support this approximation, because most of the decrease of free energy is transfered
as an increase of the unbinding rate [Oul+13]. However determining a precise value
for these rates is difficult. Indeed these rates actually depends on secondary structures,
sequence dependent stacking. The best prediction uses a weight voted neighbour voting
algorithm [Zha+] (using four features computed on the sequence) to predict the rates
within a factor of 3 with 91% accuracy. A system with more states can be similarly
modeled, by respecting the law of detailed balance on every pair of transition. In
particular the way the detailed balance is respected can be indepenently chosen on each
pair of transition.

Melting temperature and PCR tech-
nique. Prediction of duplex energy
and melting temperature is particularly
crucial in Polymerase Chain Reaction
(PCR). PCR is a technique that trans-
formed molecular biology. The goal
is to amplify the concentration of a
known strand whose sequence extrem-
ity is present in solution. This ampli-
fication can be used to obtain a high
concentration of the desired sequence,
for instance to run on a gel, or to do
sequencing. Alternatively the amplifi-
cation in a fluorescent PCR machine, ap-
plied on a known range of dillutions can
be used to infer the initial concentra-
tion in a sample. The princple is to use

a polymerase, and short oligos that are
complementary to the extremities of the
desired sequences called primers. Then
the sample is subjects to temperature
cycles of hybridization of the primers,
extension by the polymerase enzymes,
and denaturations by heating. If the
temperatures are well chosen, (and that
the primer has high affinity only to the
sequence of interest), then each cycle
will double the concentration. By exten-
stion, the machine that can cycle the
temperatures of the tubes is called a
PCR machine. Also the machine which
can addition read fluorescence is called
a Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reac-
tion (qPCR) machine.
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1.3.2 Thermodynamic predictions

Predictions of hybridization are crucial in PCR, where cycles of hybridizations and
denaturations are performed. Rough rules for the prediction of the hybridization were
established, based on the G/C content of the strands. [SAS96] improves those rules
by using a Nearest-neighbor (NN) model. This model and (all further models) is a
contribution model where each local pattern add an energetic contribution. The NN

model was further refined by adding energies for secondary structures motifs [San98]
[SH04].

(a) Schematic representation of [San98] NN model on two
complementary strands.

(b) Example of (RNA) secondary structure
with labeled motifs, from [LP00a]

Figure 1.6

Nearest-neighbor model and its extension to secondary structures. The Nearest-
neighbor model predicts the free energy of a DNA duplex by summing three types of
contributions : the initiation energy (constant for all sequences), the symmetry penalty
if the duplex is self-complementary, the neighbors energies (by pairs), and the terminal
A/T penalty (accounting for base fraying) [San98]. To predict the free energy ∆G° at a
given temperature, ∆G° can be decomposed as ∆G° = ∆H ° − T∆S°. This must also true
for the energies asssociated to the individual local patterns. The goal is therefore to
measure ∆H ° and ∆S° for each local pattern. The thermodynamic parameters of the
model were fitted based on measurements of 108 sequences by UV melting. The validity
was tested against a different set of 264 sequences, leading for a standard deviation of
the prediction of the melting temperature of 2.3°C. The presence of salt improves the
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stability of dsDNA. To account for it, phenomenological salt correction are established
[San98] [SH04] [DZ04] [KP05], which treat the magnesium the same ways as sodium (up
to concentrations). [SH04] improved the initial NN model with motifs like loop, hairpin
loops, internal mismatch, terminal mismatch, and bulges. This allows for evaluation of
a large set of secondary structures.

UV melting. UV melting is a tech-
nique to measure the melting curve of
oligos. It consists of melting double-
stranded DNA by progressively raising
the temperature. It particularity is to
quantifiy the amount of dsDNA and ss-

DNA by measuring the UV absorbance
of the sample. Indeed UV absorbance
in different for dsDNA and ssDNA.
Secondary structures. Secondary
structures refers to the set of (hy-

bridized) basepairs between two or
more strands. The extended NN model
allows to consider secondary structures,
instead of only perfectly complemen-
tary strands. In this context, we call
a complex a set of strands, which are
all assembled by some basepairs. Sec-
ondary structures of a complex can
be thought of micro-states of statistical
physics, for which there is a distribution
that follows the Boltzmann equation.

(a) An example of a DNA complex without
pseudoknot. Two strands ordering (ABC
and ACB) for the associated polymer graph
are represented. The ordering ABC proves
that this structure does not contains pseu-
doknots. [FPP20].

(b) Graphic decomposition of the computa-
tion of thermodynamics of an ordered com-
plex. Each "cell" computation requires the
knowledge of the cells on the other side of
the corresponding diagonal. This allows
the use of dynamic programming. [FPP20]

Figure 1.7

Algorithms and softwares. Prediction the most probable secondary structure is chal-
lenging because of the exponential number of configurations of a given complex. For in-
stance, the prediction of the secondary structure according to this model is NP-complete
in the general case [LP00b]. This is why it is common to restrict to pseudoknot-free
structures which lead to dynamic algorithms with polynomial time complexities.

Figure 1.7b, describes the dynamic subsequence algorithm, where each cell corre-
sponds to a linear or quadratic time complexity depending on the particular imple-
mentation, resulting in N4 or N3 time algorithms [Dir+07] [DP03] [San98]. Nupack
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[FPP20] and ViennaRNA [Lor+11] are two widely used implementations Both possess
an additionnal large range of features. In particular they can also compute the energy of
a particular structure, the structure having the Minimum Free Energy (MFE) and the
basepairing probability matrix.

Pseudoknot-free secondary structures.
The absence of pseudoknot in a sec-
ondary structure can be characterized
in two ways : Dot-parens Using a
well-parenthesized string representa-
tion which expresses the basepairing
in 5’ to 3’ order. There are two addi-
tionnal symbols . for unpaired bases
and + to separate strands. For instance
a dot-parens reprensentation for two
complementary strands of length 4 is
((((+)))). If the last nuclotide of
the first strand is unpaired, it becomes
(((.+.))). The second characteriza-

tion is the existence of a the existence
of a planar polymer graph. It consists
in setting a graph with nucleotides as
nodes dispered on a circle, and edges for
basepairing. We can remark that both
characterisations works by the existence
of a correct representation for a given
ordering of the strands. For instance,
some wrong ordering of a pseudoknot-
free might not exhibit pseudoknot-free
representation. It can be shown that
valid permutations are shared between
the two characterizations.

1.4 Towards Self Assembled Structures

We have seen previously the formation of double-stranded helix when two complemen-
tary strand meet. In particular we discussed the fact that this was generally fast, and
that at room temperature all the duplexed are formed (for not too small oligos). Simlarly
structures made of more than two different strands can be designed. Then the simple
mixing, denaturation by heating, and progressive decreasing of the temperature can
assemble the desired structure. This phenomenon is called self-assembly. Self-assembly
of large structure can be difficult : geometrical constraints of DNA must be satisfied .
Also unintended basepairing must be limited. Even in this case, the assembly of a large
structure can be a slow process, and kinetic barriers must be controlled. In this section
we present four examples that are relevent for understanding DNA computing : the
assembly of a four way DNA junction, the crystalization of DNA tiles, the DNA Origami
technique, and larger structures.

Holliday Junction. Ned Seeman goal was to perform protein crystallography, where
proteins are attached on a DNA lattice [See82]. The first step of this journey was to
synthesis an immobile Holliday junction (or four way junction) (Figure 1.8a). The immo-
bility is to be compared to mobile holliday junction happening during the homologous
recombination of chromosomes. Figure 1.8b shows an acrylamide gel, which discrimi-
nates structures according to their size and conformation. The high molecular weight of
the last lane proves the assembly of the four strands structures. In presence of high salt
concentrations one of two of the four strands are likely to form straight helices because
of base stacking. Two conformations are therefore possibles (Figure 1.8c). Recent work
have studied individual dynamic of such conformations [McK+03]. Even if the fourway
junction is immobile in a base pairing sense, there is a constant transition between
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the two conformations. At 25°C there are from 30 transitions per seconds in 3 mM of
Magnesium to 5 transitions per second at 5 mM of Magnesium.

(a) Sequence of [KMS83] for immobile four way
junction

(b) Acrylamide gel of the self assmebled four
way junction structure [KMS83]

(c) Two base-stacked conformations of the four
ways junction, included a fluorescent reporting,
from [McK+03]

(d) Rates of conformation transitions at 25°C,
from [McK+03]

Figure 1.8
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(a) Two types of tiles designs

(b) AFM imaging of tile crystalization. 300nm scale bars.

Figure 1.9: DNA crystal made from DNA tiles [Win+98]

Tile Assembly. In tile assembly, tiles are made of small DNA complexes (Figure 1.9a).
The four single-stranded ends, called sticky ends can be designed so that they assemble
according to specific rules (Figure 1.9). DNA self assembly has computing power, linked
to the Wang tiling. Examples of successful experiment are Sierpinsky motifs [RPW04],
,binary counter [Eva] or iterations of a cellular autmata [Woo+19]. However the tech-
nique has a inherent possibilities of error, and optimization have to be found to favor a
growth without misplaced tiles. In the next chapter we explains the thermodynamical
considerations of tile assembly.
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(a) Assembly process of a DNA origami using a temperature annealing [Dey+21].

(b) Various DNA origami designs[Rot].

Figure 1.10: DNA origami

DNA Origami. DNA Origami [RPW04] is a technique invented by Paul Rothemund
which allow make large 3D structure made of dsDNA. It is composed of one long circular
single strande of about 7000 nucleotides, called scaffold. The scaffold is folded into a
desired shape using about 200 small strands called staples. Each staple is complementary
by part to the scaffold (Figure 1.10a) It has many advantages which explains its extensive
use in DNA computing. The technique has often high yield and the conception of
an origami is relatively easy. Also it can the functionnalized by attaching proteins or
making single-strands go out of the origami.

Structures of size of higher magnitude DNA origami can be assembled together to
maked structures of higher sizes of magnitude. Two principles can be used to make
interactions between origami. First, the use of sticky ends, similarly to the sticky ends on
DNA tiles. A second way is the use of pi-stacking. We saw in the NN model stacking, the
interaction between consecutive nucleotides imposes rigidity to the double helix. Some
of this stacking can also occurs between two nucleotides that are not bonded together in
a same DNA strand. Cross-overs of DNA origami exposes the section of helices, where
such pi-stacking occurs. By controlling the possibity of makesstacking between DNA
origamis, one can impose rules of assembly between DNA origamis. Figure 1.11 shows
three examples of such higher magnitude structures.
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. Structures with higher magnitudes sizes were successufly acheived, mostly by
assembling toghether Origamis using specific rules up to micrometer scale

(a) Assembly of square DNA origami into micrometer scale squares. The edges of the origamis
uses a combination of both pi-stacking, an two nucleotides hybridization. A staged assembly,
where each step n mixes squares with n origami wide. [TPQ17]

(b) Self-assembly of DNA origamis. This self assembly is inspired by the assembly proteins to
form viral capsids. 3D designs can assemble sphere-like shapes involving 50,000 nucleotides.
[WSD17]

(c) Self assembly of DNA origamis to form micrometer scale shapes. Slat origamis (line shaped),
that are assembled using sticky ends binding. The particularity is to use a DNA origami to
nucleate the assembly. This allows for the assembly of these large scale structures without a
manual staged assembly. [Win+23]

Figure 1.11
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In this chapter we saw that DNA the complementary nature of DNA makes it a
convenient programmable material. The thermodynamics of DNA are known, and
it allows for some broad understanding of the kinetics. The phyisical properties
of DNA, its persistence length, and its double0helix geometry allows for self-
assembling structures, from dozens of nucleotides to several thousands.
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In this chapter we describe how experiments with DNA system can actually compute.
First we describe the process of making DNA origami, which are often used as a substrate
for computations. Then we describe how dynamic mechanisms can be implemented with
DNA using tile assembly and strand displacement techniques. We discuss techniques
used to observe the result of the computations. Finally we point out the scalability issues
of the current state of DNA computing.
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2.1 The process of Making DNA Origami

Figure 2.1: Process of making DNA origamis [Dey+21].

Process to make a DNA origami The making of a DNA origami is a 6 steps process :

1. Design. DNA origami are designed with the help of a software. These softwares
let the user first choose the folding of the scaffold strand, and then define the
topology of the staples that will hopefully keep the scaffold folded as desired.
CadNano and Scadnano ( web-based rewriting of CadNano) uses only a 2D view,
where squared or honeycomb lattice can be attached. However the 3D geometry of
the designd structure is not easily accessible. Because of it cross-over lengths are
not visible. Because these softwares only worked a single grid, it was also difficult
to acheive design and simulate 3D designs. To overcome these issues the software
ENSNano[LS], proposes a split view of both a 2D grid representation, and a 3D
view of the DNA helices.

2. (Optional) Simulations. Simulations can be performed to assess if the structure
is twisted, or if the staples are maintaining the baispairings. Different simulation
methods are available, from coarses grain model (CanDo, MrDNA [MA20]) to
molecular dynamic (OxDNA [Sen+21]).

3. Staples synthesis. Although no strand purification is necessary, the high number
of strands (around 200) totals to near 700$.

4. Anneal the origami. Mixing the staples and the scaffold in the appropiate buffer
and proceed to an annealing. The standard excess of staples is 10X, but can be
reduced to 2X in some cases [RPW04]. The scaffold concentration can vary from
2nM to 40nM. There is no absolute rule for determining the annealing ramps.

5. (Optional) Assess the folding. The verification of correct assembly can be ass-
esed by running an agarose gel. Nanoscoping imaging techniques like AFM or
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) can be used.

6. Purification. The purification is used to separate the excess staples from the
origami, and remove the misshaped origami. Different methods are available
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among agarose gel electrophoresis, centrifugation filter, or Polyethylene glycol
(PEG) precipitation [Wag+17]

2.2 Implementing dynamic behavior with DNA

In this section we ellaborate on two mechanisms able to implement dynamic rules for
DNA systems. The first one is tile assembly, that we saw in the previous chapter. The
second is strand displacement.

2.2.1 Tile Assembly

(a) DNA implementation of a Wang tile
[Win06]

(b) One step of the Sierpinsky assembly in
aTAM at τ = 2[EW17]

(c) One step of the Sierpinsky tiling assem-
bly in kTAM [EW17]

Figure 2.2
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DNA Gel electrophoresis DNA Gel
electrophoresis is a technique used to
separate or analyse the DNA fragments
of a sample. The sample is charged on a
gel matrix, on which an electric field is
applied. Negatively charged molecule,
such as DNA, migrate towards the pos-
itive electrode. At the end molecules
are spatially sorted by fragment sizes.
There are two common types of gels ma-

trices for DNA, agarose or acrylamide.
Agarose is more suited for DNA frag-
ments of several hundreds of basepairs.
Smaller fragments are better seperated
with acrylalide gel. Once run, the gels
can be imaged to analyse the sample.
Then bands of interest can also be cut
and extracted to be further used in ex-
periments.

Kinetic of tile assembly and modelisations. abstract tile assembly model (aTAM) is
the simplest model of tile assembly. Each side of a tile has a single-stranded sticky end,
either weak (accounting for one bond) or strong (accounting for two bonds). We observe
all the configurations that are reachable using a succession of assembly steps. At each
assembly step, one tile may attach to existing tiles, only if the sum of bonds is greater
than τ (refered as the temperature). τ = 2 is the most useful model in practice, and
allow for theoretical simulation of arbitrary Turing Machine [Win06]. The kinetic tile
assembly model (kTAM) is closer to the real physical process. It describes the assembly
over time, with rates for assembly and disassembly. The assembly rate rf (in s−1) is
depends only on the concentration of the incoming, no matter the number of bonds
made. The detachement rate depends of the number of correct bonds made rr,b. Because
of it, misplaced tiles are supposed to detach fast. Equation 2.1 defines both rates. kf is
the bimolecular forward rate (in s−1 M−1). [c] is the tile concentration. ∆Gse is the free
energy of single bond. α is a constant accounting for the loss of rotationnal entropy.

rf = kf [c] and rr,b = kf exp(b∆Gse)/RT +α (2.1)

[Eva].

The analysis of the system is made easier by introducing two dimensionless energy
: Gse = ∆Gse/RT and Gmc, and k̂f = kf e

α such that [c] = exp(−Gmc) +α, so that the two
rates have unform respresentation.

rf = k̂f exp(−Gmc) and rr,b = k̂f exp(−bGse)

.
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Figure 2.3: kTAM phase diagram of growth and error compared to aTAM (τ = 2)

Control of the assembly error. We express conditions on Gse and Gmc to compare
kTAM and aTAM (τ = 2)behaviors. We focus on a site where a tile can attach with
two bonds. If Gmc = 2Gse, then the rates of attachment and detachement are equal.
This means hat there is no preferable growth direction. We can deduces three regimes
: An inhibited growth regime when Gmc > 2Gse. A correct growth regime when
Gse < Gmc < 2Gse. Weakly attached tiles detach at a rates faster than global the tile
attachement rate. On the other hand, strongly attached tiles detach at rate smaller
than the attachement rate. An unordered growth when Gmc < Gse, as all tiles attach
faster than they detach. The presence of error when tuning the parameters decrease
significantly the assembly time, because of the need to disassemble errors. The kinetic
trap model [Win06] formalizes this idea and show that near equilibrium, the growth
rate evolves quadratically with the error rate. This implies that smarter tile sets that
circunvent error are necessary to be able to assemble large crystals without errors. A
strategy is to use proofreading tiles where one original tile is subdivided into four smaller
tiles [WB04].
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2.2.2 Strand Displacement

Dissociative pathway

Displacement pathway

A*

A*

A*'

A*'

A*'A

A*

A

A

A*'

A

Figure 2.4: Two pathways occuring in strand replacement experiments [Rey+00]. A*,
and A*’ are two distinguishable strands, both complementary to A.

Strand Replacement and displacement. Strand displacement occurs when two strand
compete for hybridization on a third substrate strand. A branch migration motif appears,
which migrates randomly over the subtrate strand. At then end of the two strands ends
up unziping completely the other one (Displacement pathway of Figure 2.4). Strand
replacement experiments exhibit this phenomenon[Rey+00]. One oligo of a duplex
is replaced by an excess of a third oligo having same sequence (but distinguishable
through fluorescence reporting). Two pathways compete (Figure 2.4). A dissociation
pathway, where the initial duplex dissociates due to thermal fluctiations, followed by a
hybridization of the other oligo. A displacement pathway where strand displacement
actually occurs. A high temperature, the dissociation pathway predominates over strand
displacement while it is the contrary at low temperature. In particular the bimolecular
displacement rates for respectively 12 nt, 14 nt and 16 nt 16nt oligo were measured to
be from 4 s−1 M−1 to 13 s−1 M−1.
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substrate

incumbent

invader

invader

substrate

incumbent

Figure 2.5: Transitions of toehold mediated strand displacement. Some key steps of
unimolecular tranisitions are represented.

toehold mediated strand displacement (TMSD). toehold mediated strand displace-
ment (TMSD) (Figure 2.5),is a technique where strand displacement initiated by the
presence (often 6 nt long) single-stranded domain called toehold. It usually works at
room temperature, to reduce spontaneous dissociations pathways we have seen earlier.
We describe the process over time. The substrate strand is initially duplexed with an
incumbent strand. The invader strand may to bind its toehold to the complementary one of
the substrate. At this point, a strand displacement process occurs. The branch migration
driven by a succession of basefraying and binding. Finally, either the invader wins the
displacement, or it comes back at the toehold binding step. When toeolds are longs, the
invader may not unbind, and a new branch migration is initiated. On the other hand for
small toeholds, it has chances to either unbind or initiate a new branch migration. We
see that toeholds mediates and initiate the branch migration. Also it biases the branch
migration random process in the displacemetn direction.

Figure 2.6: Effective displacement rates combined from several experimental setups
[YM03] [ZW09] [Sri+13]. Each curve corresponds to the same branch migration domain
and toehold prefix.
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Rates of TMSD The TMSD experiments can, at fixed conditions, be approximated as a
second order reaction, where effective (or apparent) rates keff can be measured. Figure
2.6 sums up rates from [ZW09] and [YM03]. Rates evolve exponentially with respect to
the toehold length, from 10 × 102 s−1 M−1 for 2 nt toehold to as high as 3× 106 s−1 M−1

for 6 nt. The rate plateau occurs because for strong toehold, they allmost never unbind.
Therefore the rate is determined by the bimolecular meeting rate [ZW09]. Depending of
the experiments, the curves have different characteristics even when looking at the rate
in function of the toehold energy . The reason is that the curves are obtained with only
one strand having suffixes of the complete toehold. The particularity of the toehold has
sequence effects, that are successfuly modelized in the next paragraph.

(a) three step model (b) Intuitive Energy landscape model

Figure 2.7: Two models for strand displacement

Modelisation of TMSD A phenomeological three steps model helps understanding
the process of TMSD [ZW09] (Figure 2.7a). The three steps are toehold association,
two states for branch-migration, and toehold dissociation. It can be reduced to a two
states model under quasi-steady assumptions. This assumption implies bound on the
concentrations. For instance for teohold of less than 6 nucleoties, they approximate
the concentration bound to 200nM of each strand. This model has pitfalls, despite
describing well the experiments.The toehold association rate is observed to be sequence
dependent. Indeed factor 20 between fastest and slowest sequence was measured.
However no prediction method is given. This makes the precise prediction for strand
displacement a single never seen toehold sequence impossible. Also the monomolecular
displacement rate of the three steps model accounts not only for the branch random walk
but also for many physical phenomenon. This implies that the impact of different salt
conditions of the rates on the four states model is not well understood, because of the
many physical processes these rates aggregate.

To improve this model [Sri+13] proposes an intuitive energy landscape model (IEL)
(Figure 2.7b). The idea is to make the assumption that the branch migration is driven by
two consecutive events, basepair fraying and hybridization. Each one of this step is a
state of the model. This gives a linear model, for which we can observe the energetic
profile (Figure 2.7b). From left two right. The attachement of one basepair of the toehold
first destabilizes the complex (B). The binding of the teohold progressively decreases
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the energy (C). Then the fraying/hybridization events makes a sawtooth profile. Finally
one strand is ejected which decreases the energy a lot. This model introduces two
new energies : the sawtooth amplitude ∆Gs which accounts for the slowness of branch
migration compared to base fraying. The branch migration initiation penalty ∆Gp. This
branch migration intiation penalty is not accounted into standard models of secondary
structures, but is supported by molecular dynamic simulations. It is claimed that this
model is captures all the necessary processes of strand displacement. However simiarly
to the ike in the three steps models they are no known tables or methods for evaluating
the underlying parameters, especially with different salt conditions or temperatures.

Methods for strand displacement experiments. Concerning the strands purification,
litterature show a various approaches. Depending ont the experiment the purification of
all strands[23], a subset of the strands [QW11][Che12][23] , or no purification [Gen+11]
[Mac+14] is possible.

Now we detail the reporting of TMSD. The reporting can be made either directly
when the fluoroescence intensity is linked to the progress of displacement, or indirecttly
when the studied displacement is used as the input to a second displacement system
equipped with a fluorophore/quencher pair. The advantage of indirect reporting is that
there is not possibility of fluorophore/quencher energetic impact that could modifiy the
energies and the rates. However indirect reporting it makes the system slightly more
complex, and the sequences could cross-talk between the two systems.

Figure 2.8a shows an example of direct reporting where the initial duplex have
quenched fluorophore, and the displaced structure does not quench the fluorophore.
Figure 2.8b describes an alternative method of direct reporting where both fluorophore
and quencher are on the same strand. Only the single stranded structure of this strand
inhibits the fluorescence emission, by coiling which transilantly brings the two modifi-
cations closer. Figure 2.8c is an example of indirect reporting, where the displacement
of interest leads to displacment of a second system which have a fluorophore-quencher
pair. In this paper the large excess of the reporting displacement system makes the
fluorescence mimick the displacmeent of interest with a delay of few seconds. Indirect
reporting (Figure 2.8d) [ZW09] can also be used without excess which forces to fit the
reporter rate first. About the signal aquisition regular spectro-fluorometers can be used
[Gen+11] [ZW09]. , as well as a plate readers [Che12] or superresolution fluorescence
microscopy [BK16] (for single molecule study). Finally, the strand displacement ex-
periments are made in a variety of buffers containing Tris and Magnesium of Sodium
salt. For instance TAE buffer with 12.5 mM MgCl2 [Gen+11], or only TE buffer with
MgCl2 added [23]. [Che12] uses a more complex TNaKMg buffer (Tris , NaCl, KCl,
MgCl2, EDTA). The working temperature is often near room temperature (25°C [23],
28°C [Gen+11]), but can be higher, for instance 37°C [Che12].
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(a) Direct reporting with fluorophore/quencher on the isubstrate/incumbent strands [23]

(b) Direct reporting with fluorophore/quencher on the incumbent strand [Gen+11]

(c) Indirect reporting with fluorophore/quencher strand displacement, used in excess [Che12]

(d) Indirect reporting with fluorophore/quencher strand displacement [ZW09]

Figure 2.8: Several fluorescence reporting systems
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Variations

(a) Principle of remote toehold

(b) Two applications of remote toehold. A,B : proofchecking regime. C,D : concentration
indepenent reactions

Figure 2.9: Remote toehold

Remote toehold. The intention of remote toehold is to add variability to strand dis-
placement that is not (toehold) sequence dependent[Gen+11]. There are two motivations
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: the set of sequence for small toehold sequences is combinatorially small, and it is
difficult to accurately adjust small rate variations due to the exponential relationship
with the binding energy. This variation is added through a spacing between the toehold
and the displacement domains, either to one or both oligos containting toeholds (Figure
2.9a). Three kind of spacing are explored, single-stranded, double stranded, and with
an internal PEG modification. It is shown that the rate decrease due to spacing can lead
to more precise adjustement than with modifying the toehold sequene. For instance
extending the ssDNA remote section from 17 nt to 23 nt only divides the rate by 2.

[Gen+11] proposes two applications (Figure 2.9b): a proof-reading regime, where
the branch migration delay helps discriminate strand displacement or long toehold.
On regular TMSD such long toehold would produce about same rates. The second
application is to obtain TMSD that behaves the same ways at any concentration. This is
made by limiting the rate using the branch migration rates, which makes it the limiting
process over toehold association.

Three-way junction separated toehold. [Che12] motivation is to make DNA circuits
that are easily reconfigurable after DNA synthesis. It shows an associative toehold
activation strategy, where the branch migration domain and the toehold are on two
different strands. They are united and activated with the hybridization with a third
strand. Strand displacement on this duplex must overcome the three way junction
between toehold and branch migration. The presence of the bulge reduces massively
the second order apparent rate when the toehold has the ability to unbind. For a 8 nt
toehold ( −6.2 kcal mol−1) the apparent second order rates goes from 6 × 102 s−1 M−1

without the bulge, to 2 × 105 s−1 M−1 with the bulge. The 10 nt toehold −10 kcal mol−1

is still unpractical with the bulge (7 × 103 s−1 M−1). On the other hand the 14 nt toehold
(−14 kcal mol−1), having an irreverible binding shows almost no reduction. It is shown
that the impact of the bulge canbe reduced using Thymidines bulge in the three-way
branch. It is a pattern known for its stability because it allows for coaxial stacking of the
strand.
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(a) Experimental results of three way toehold

(b) Principle of associative toehold

Figure 2.10: Three way junction toehold
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.11: Experimental results of mismatch in the branch migration domain

Basepair mismatch in branch migration domain. The introduction of a mismatch
in the branch migration domain can slow down the bimolecular displacement rates
from one to three order of magnitudes depending of the mismatch position and the
toehold energy. Both bulk studies [Mac+14] and individual molecules studies [BK16]
find the rate reduction most impactfull near the toehold (proximal). A mismatch near
the end of the branch migration has almost no impact. The reason is that the incumbent
dissociation often occurs spontaneously when only attached by few basis. OxDNA
simulations also support the idea that the more proximal the mismatch is, the more it
biases the branch migration random walk towards invader ejection. The high sensitivy
to mismatch applied combined with toehold exchange strand displacement to create
highly specific probes [23].
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toehold exchange strand displacement (TESD). toehold exchange strand displace-
ment (TESD) consists in two competing toehold mediated strand displacement (TMSD)
by adding one toehold domain on each side of the branch migration domain. This results
in a system which can transition reversibly between two states. The equilibrium between
the two states is determined by the initial concentration of each strand. The reversibility
of the TESD, can be used to discrimitate mismatches [23], create catalytic cycle where a
small quantity of input is converted into a large quantity of output [QW11], or make
reversible walkers [Thu+17]. The rate of TESD can be fast as TMSD, with one direction
rate up to 3 × 106 s−1 M−1 [ZW09]. [23] the (apparent) rate of the (full system) reac-
tion is measured to 1 × 106 s−1 M−1. The phenomeological four states model, also fits
TESD. However, in some conditions [QW11] smaller magnitudes of TESD have been
measured ( 5 × 104 s−1 M−1 for TESD, compared to 2 × 106 s−1 M−1 for TMSD on the
same toeholds).

Leaking prevention. Despite teohold-less strand displacement rate being considered
to be of the order of 1 s−1 M−1, in application spurious reactions (leaking) often happens
with larger orders of magnitude. [QW11] found that stacking between two complexes
could initiate undesired strand displacement are higher rate of about 20 s−1 M−1. This
is solved by introducing assymetry in the toeholds to prevent displacement that happens
by the only simple pi-stacking of complexes. Leaking can be also be amplified by the
particular mechanisms as in catalytic amplification mechanism [QW11] which is sensible
to spurious hybridization. This is solved by a thresholding mechanism, constantly trying
to eliminate a bounded concentration of leaked intermediary input complexes.

2.3 Measurement of the Computation

Depending on the system the computation can measured when the computing occurs,
or at the end. Because the objects are of the nanometers scale, it is impossible to use
conventionnal optical microscopes. We discuss two common ways of measuring the
result of DNA computing systems : Atomic force microscopy (AFM) which scan the
topology of samples, and fluorescence that can both be used for averaged or for single
molecule measurements.
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2.3.1 Atomic Force Microscopy

(a) Principle of AFM scanning ( CC-BY-2.5 Opensource Handbook of Nanoscience and Nanotech-
nology)

(b) Convolution with the probe [Mon]. The dillation effect depends on the size of the tip R, and
the height of the object h.

Figure 2.12: Atomic Force Microscopy

General principle Atomic force microscopy approach the sample with a probe with a
sharp tip of few atoms. At each point the interactions between the tip and the sample
gives indications about the surface topography. This interactions deflects the probe,
which measured by reflecting a laser on a 4 quadrants photo-detector(Figure 2.12a). The
probe can be physically controlled by a piezzoelectric crystal. Three measuring modes
are possible:

• Contact mode where at each pixel, the tip is in contact with the surface. The
feedback loop is adjusted to keep the cantilever deflect at a constant fixed value.

• Tapping mode where the probe is excited with oscillation, near its resonnance
frequency. A retroaction cycle adjust the height of the probe to keep a constant
amplitude of oscillation, thereby a fixed force.

• The peak force mode, which is a combination of contact and tapping mode. The
tip is oscillated at low frequency to perform force curve cycles abothe the sample,
thereby measuring the surface position at each pixel. The setpoint curves correspon
in this case to the maximum force applied in the force curves.
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Made in each point, AFM records topological map with nanometer resolution. However
the resolution is limited by the width of the tip (Figure 2.12b) because the image is
dilated by the tip finite size. the convolution between the tip and the sample is measured
The sample can be imaged either in ambiant or or in a buffer.

Identifying labeled strands. DNA Strands can be labeled with a ball-like object in
order to indentify on the topography map of the AFM which are placed on a DNA
crystal or on a DNA origami. One possilibity is to add a secondary structure (dumbell
or hairpin) at the end of the strand (Figures 2.13a and 2.13b). A more visible technique
is to attach a streptavidin molecule (abound 5 nmwide) (Figure 2.13d).

(a) Tile with hairpin structures [Win+98]
(b) AFM observation of the tiles a hairpin.
Scale bar :300 nM.

(c) Streptavidin bounded with a biotin
(spheres)

(d) AFM image of biotin-streptravidin la-
belling on DNA origamis [Woo+19]. Scale
bar :500 nM.

Figure 2.13
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2.3.2 Fluorescence Reporting

General Principle. DNA molecules can be synthesized with fluorescence modifications
at the 5’ or 3’ end. These fluorescent modifications change its the vibrational energy by
the absorption of high-energy photons and emit in return lower-energy photons when
transitioning back to ground state of vibrational energy. This can be represented as a
spectrum with one absorption curve and an emission curve at higher wavelengths. The
maximum of emission and absorption wavelengths vary from one flurophores to another.
The emitted photons can be transferred to nearby molecules through Förster resonance
energy (FRET). This is used to get a signal that depends on the secondary structures of
DNA complex, by using a couple of fluorophore modifications with overlapping emission
and absorption curves so that the complex of interest have the two modifications close
by. In some situations, it can be easier to use a dark quencher which dissipates heat
instead of emitting another photo.

Ensemble (bulk) reading using a spectrofluorometer Using fluorescence reporting,
we can obtain averaged information about the complex present in the solution at a given
time. This is generally made using a spectrofluorometer (Figure 2.15c). It consists in
a broad range light source, a monochromator with a tunable slit to isolate a specific
excitation wavelength range. This excitation light goes through a four window cuvette.
The light emitted by all the fluoroscope is read along another direction, filtered with
another monochromator, and read by a photosensor. The parameters that are tunable
are the excitation and emission slit (wavelength center and width), the integration
time (duration of which emission light is accumulated by the sensor). Optionally, an
automatic shutter can only excite the sample during the reading, to prevent bleaching
(loss of the fluorescent capability of the fluorophore), which can happen over time and
cause signal to diminish. The intensity of bleaching depends on the stability of the
fluorophore and the intensity of the emission.

Unique molecule Fluorescence can also be used to observe a single molecule or com-
plex. The impact of photobleaching is much more problematic for unique molecule
fluorescence, where fluorophore can easily bleach in the order of ten seconds, making
impossible the analysis of a single complex over a long period of time. A possibility is to
design experiments where the fluorophore-modified oligo are continuously refreshed.
This is for instance a strategy used in DNA paint, where a super resolution camera
observe the transition binding of an excess of fluorophore-modified oligos.
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(a) Example of fluorescence emission associated with the transition of vibrational energy levels

(b) Excitation and emission curve for 6-Carboxyfluorescein (6-FAM)

Figure 2.14
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(a) DNA paint principle with transiant binding of excess fluoroescent oligos [Sch+17]

(b) DNA paint image of DNA origamis [Sch+17]

(c) Schematic configuration of a spectrofluorometer. CC BY-SA IOP Publishing Ltd

Figure 2.15
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2.4 Examples of DNA Computing

(a) ssDNA

(b) ssDNA

Figure 2.16: Examples of DNA computing systems

Rules we can design carefully systems of DNA complexes which behave according to
rules and at the end perform computations. We can indentify two ways of practically
doing DNA computing. A local way where the information is computed locally on
substrate. For instance iterations of a celular automaton are computed through the
crystalising of DNA tile on a DNA origmai [Woo+19]. For global computing, the states
of the system is usually the concentrationa of the complexes, which evolves over time as
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the computation proceed. It is often used combined with TMSD [QW11].

2.5 Scaling up DNA Algorithms

Limitations of current techniques Current techniques limit the scalable abilities of
DNA computing. First because an increase of the problem instance size often would
translate in an increase the number of strands, which ultimately increases the error rates.
There are also time scalability issues,as increasing the size of the instance would mean
extremelty long computation time. For instance, gates in [QW11] takes 30-60min to
process. The final experiment time is up to 10 hours for a depth 7 circuit. Similarly,
a 5 bits counter [Eva] can successfluy count from 0 to 31 in 97 hours incubation time.
Finally there are more fundamental constraints to the particular implementation DNA
systems. For instance the origami seeds to grow nanotubes [Woo+19] and the size of
the instance and of the seed is limited by size of a DNA origami. Another example is
the solving of a maze using a DNA walker that takes random direction but walk in an
irreversible trend, to computes all possible path betweem start and a dead end. Then
origamis where the walker has reached the correct dead-end are manually filtered with
magnetic beads. oThe number of such instancdes deacrease expoentnially with the size
of the instance, resulting in a non scalable design.

(a) Walker principle (b) Maze encoded on a DNA origami

Figure 2.17: Maze solving using a irreversible DNA walker
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Introducing reversibility to maze solving. Maze solving using DNA is already a
challenged problem [Cha+19]. They successully perform an irreversible walk accross a
graph with 10 nodes, and then extract only the instances that traversed correctly the
graph from start to exit. The experiment works in three steps :

1. assemble and filter the origami

2. make the walker traverse the origami. The walker is made by extenting a double
stranded path. At the end of the path, two domains are exposed (c,b* figure 2.17a).
Hairpins in solution can open itself mediated by toehold c, and attach to the end
of the path. The unfolding of this hairpins this time mediates the unfolding of
dock hairpin

3. filter using magnetic beads to keep only instance that has reached the exit

They show that their walker is fast (with a propagation of 4 min per cell). Also it selects
the next direction randomly with allmost equiprobable choice.

We propose to challenge this problem of maze solving using this time a reversible
DNA walker. We know the the mean time first arrival in a tree for a balanced random
walk is polynomial. This means the such a solution would be scalable in time. Although
many reversible walkers [Thu+17] was achieved, they do not write their trace on the
surface, which is important for DNA computing. Our goal is to illustrate on the maze
solving problem, the capacities of reversible DNA systems for scaling and absorbing
error using randomness.

In this chapter, we saw two examples of dynamic behavior implemented with
DNA: tile assembly and strand displacement. In particular, strand displacement
offers the possibility for many design variations. The result of such dynamic
system can be measured or observed through different techniques, in single
molecules or in bulk. We observed how these technical capacities can be united
to make DNA systems that compute dedicated problems. Finaly we exposed the
scalability issues of the current state of the art of DNA computing. We proposed
to work on the maze-solving problem, which was solved in a non-scalable and
non-reversible way. Our solution aims to show, in this particular case, how
introducing reversibility can help overcome this problem of scalability.
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In this chapter, we explain how we can functionalize a DNA origami to encode a maze.
Our idea is to later be able to implement a random walk made of multiple DNA strands
that will attach and detach dynamically from the maze-assembled pathway. We first
address the problem of attaching such a path, but in a static version. We define possible
experimental approaches and our experimental goals.

3.1 Design description

3.1.1 DNA Origami Functionnalization and Grid

Functionalization with outgoing staples. The functionalization consists of DNA
origami staples with an extended single-stranded domain going out of the DNA origami
(Figure 3.1). The position at which the staples go out of the origami must be carefully
chosen. To achieve this, we make sure the staple leaves at a position that is orthogonal to
the origami plane. Hence, a small error in the prediction of the angle of the supporting
helix is not likely to make the single-stranded domain to come out on the wrong side.
The 3D view of CodeNano and ENSNano are very useful for choosing such an outgoing
position.

49
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3'

5'outgoing
staples

Figure 3.1: Top view of a 5× 6 grid on our DNA origami. Here two staples are outgoing:
one exiting in the 5’ sense, and another one in the 3’ sense. The squared zoom represents
two of the outgoing staples as a side view.
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helices gap distance (nm) number of turns distance (nm)
0 2.65 0 0
1 5.30 1 3.49
2 7.95 2 6.97
3 10.60 3 10.46

Table 3.1: Distances between two consecutive outgoing staples in vertical and horizon-
tal directions. The formulas are distance horizontal = helices gap × (helix diameter +
inter-helix gap), and distance vertical = number of turn×bp/turn×distance/bp.

Grid on a single-layered DNA origami. We want to make a regular grid from outgoing
staples. These outgoings staples, with a appropriate domains to attach strands will
be called docking staples. We only consider grids that are orthogonal to the origami
helices, although it is possible to have a diagonal grid [Thu+17]. We discuss the possible
parameters for such a grid. The difficulty is choosing the parameters well so that the
distances between two consecutive docks are similar both vertically and horizontally.
Table 3.1 shows the distances between two consecutive docks 1) horizontally as a
function of the number of turns and 2) vertically as a function of the number of helices.
For the first values, the smallest differences along the two axis are achieved for the
pairs with helices gap = number of turns. The value helices gap = number of turns = 1
does not allow for a decent stapling of the DNA origami. Then the value 3 leads to
a smaller difference in the two axes than the value 2. Figure 3.1 shows the possible
docking positions of a 6× 5 grid with values helices gap = number of turns = 2.

3.1.2 Multi-strands Path on Origami

We discuss how we can implement a single-helix wide path on the origami, made of
multiple strands attached one to another. First, we describe three designs propositions
that will be experimentally tested. Then we focus on the way we can introduce flexibility
in them to make turns.

Three path design propositons. The three path designs we propose share common
particularities (Figure 3.2). Each path strand attaches to a functionalized "docking"
staple, and to the previous and following path strands. The distance between two docks
is reached by 31 nt. The entry and exit docks contain an extended domain, mimicking
the presence of a nearby path attached. The first design has docks that go out the origami
in 3’ direction, but this 3’ direction goes up and down every other two strands. On
the other hand, in the second design, the docks go out the origami in alternation of 5’
and 3’ directions. But the extremities of the staples always wind up the path. Finally,
the third design is similar to the second one, but with single-stranded parts, to reach
the same distance between two consecutive docks. These iterations will be justified
experimentally in the result section.
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17nt 31nt7nt

(a) Origami buoy design.

16nt 16nt15nt

(b) Origami 2-helices rods designs.

10nt 10nt

(c) Origami 2-helices rods designs.

Figure 3.2: Three feasible designs for our path attached on a DNA origami.

Flexible turns. In the three presented designs, there is a nick (no covalent bond along
the DNA backbone) between the docking domain and the next or previous path. To
make a turn at this position, we need the strand covering this nick not to be entirely
double-stranded. Our solution is to introduce a poly-T sequence at this position. Our
experiments were done with a short 2-T sequence. At the design time, we decided to
use the sequence 2-T (TT). With this sequence and simulations using rigid helices in
ENSNano, the result was visibly feasible. After the experiments was done, we think this
this 2-T sequence might be too short.

top view side view

Figure 3.3: Turn of a path assembled on to the DNA origami. The bulge represent a
flexible poly-T sequence.

Practical ways of assembling the paths strands. The experiments presented in the
result section will only use a one-pot annealing. This means that the origami and the
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path are assembled in the same tube, simply by decreasing the temperature. Controlling
the assembly by making sure the origami assembly temperatures and the path assembly
temperatures are different, similarly to the one-pot annealing of [Thu+17].

In this chapter, we have investigated strategies on how a path made of multiple
DNA strands could be assembled on a DNA origami. We choose the settings
of a grid, composed of docking staples, coming out of the DNA origami. The
parameters of the grid define the length of the strands of the path. We also
discussed the possibility of making turns. Now the next result chapter was driven
by two goals: First, to try assembling a path on a DNA origami, to validate
the geometrical constraints. Then, to validate our ability to visualize such one
helix-wide path with AFM imaging.
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4.1 Design Tools

Origami Design with CodeNano and ENSNano. The result section will describe two
designs : the first one has orthogonal rods made of six-helices bundles. The second
one has orthogonal rods made of two adjacent helices. The first DNA origami ( with
six-helices bundles) was designed with the CodeNano software. On the other hand,
the second one (with two adjacent helices) was designed with ENSNano. We describe
the process to obtain the sequences of the DNA origami. We name the dock staples in
ENSNano according to its position on the grid, and extend it in single-strand. After
exporting the staple sequences into a spreadsheet, the stringle-stranded dock extension
contains "?"characters (because the nucleotides are not paired to the scaffold). We can
either remove the ? for unused docks, or replace it with an appropriate sequence. To
achieve this, we wrote a Python script to load the sequence table with the Pandas library
and apply the necessary transformations.

Sequence Design. The sequences for the path were generated using the Nupack library.
For the first hard-coded path, we used the Nupack 1 version with a custom Python
script that calls the program version of Nupack. The other designs we conceived with
the Nupack 2 version and its native Python module. We designed the sequences by first
generating a pool of possibles sequence for each domain. We check that no secondary
structures are predicted to exists at 25 °C. Then we randomly select an appropriate
subset,whose domains have with similar bindind energies, and for which there is no
predominant cross-talk.
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4.2 Experimental Tools

DNA Origami Preparation and Annealing. The DNA origami are annealed in TAE

buffer, with 12.5 mM MgCl2, at a concentration of 2 nM to 10 nM scaffold, with a 10
times excess of staples. The staples are ordered from the IDT manufacturer, as custom
oligos in 96-well plates, at100 µM concentration, in 1X TE buffer. They are then mixed,
and assembled with a temperature ramp annealing. We found that a 3 hour long
annealing at fixed rate, starting from 90 °C to 25 °C has yields with our designs. The
PCR used to program such temperature range annealing is an Eppendorf Mastercycler.

AFM imaging. AFM images are produced using a JPK Nanowizard with a Fastscan
module with Nanoworld tips. The imaging is Operated in liquid, in tapping mode. The
samples are incubated at 2 nM in 50 µL for 10 minutes. A rinsing to remove excess
staples on the mica surface is optional done. Our protocol changes the buffer three times
with 50 µL of NaCl 3 times, followed by another change to the original annealing buffer.
The imaging is done at 512 px or 1024 px, with window sizes from 10 µm to 500 nm.

Measurement of melting temperature with qPCR. Annealing curves of pairs of
strands are measured in a CFX connect qPCR machine. We found 1 µM of each strand
to be a good concentration with a high and reproducible signal. For duplexes without
fluorophore and quenchers, we add a double-strand intercalating dye (Evagreen at 1 X
concentration), For the annealing curve of DNA origami that will be described in the
result section, we add Evagreen at 2 X concentration to compensate for the high amount
of DNA in the tubes.

4.3 Analysis Tools

AFM processing AFM images are processed with the Gwyddion software. To process
the image, we use the following steps: 1) Load the height channel. 2) Flatten with a
polynomial of degree 2 on both axes. 3) If possible, select zones with origami with a
height threshold value to remove noise or empty zones. 4) Align rows on the selected
grains. 5) Select the background. 6) With the polynomial tool with degree zero on the
background, set the mean of the background to zero. 7) Set the scale theme to gold, and
set the Z-color scale manually from −1 nm to 3 nm.

4.4 DNA Sequences

Non hardcoded Path The sequences of the path strands, for the non hard-coded path,
are detailed in the following table.

name sequence
path 0 CTTCCATACTCTTAC CTTAAACATCTAACAC TTTT CACTACTTACTCTAC

path 1 GAGGTAAAGTTAGTG TTTT GTGTTAAGTTTAGATG GTAGAGTAAGTAGTG

path 2 CACTAACTTTACCTC CTTAAACATCTAACAC TTTT CATTCTCACACTATC

path 3 GTAAGAGTATGGAAG TTTT GTGTTAAGTTTAGATG GATAGTGTGAGAATG
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Non Hardcoded Path with single-stranded domains The sequences of the path
strands are detailed in the following table.

name sequence
path 0 CACTTAAATC TTTTTT CTCTCTATAC TT CACTAATTTC

path 1 GAAATAAGTG TT GAATGTTTAG TTTTTT GAAATTAGTG

path 2 CACTTATTTC TTTTTT CTCTCTATAC TT CACTTTATTC

path 3 GATTTAAGTG TT GAATGTTTAG TTTTTT GAATAAAGTG
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In this chapter, we observe two versions of the DNA origami that will support the path.
We will see that our more complex versions actually raise problems, such as the inability
to prevent pi-stacking. Then we will assemble a path, by encoding the position of each
path strand with the sequence uniquely. We will see that a ’bad’ choice of design will
lead to unbalanced domain lengths and ultimately bad assemblies. Finally, motivated
by the success of the path experiments, we will try to relax the system, and use only
sequences for path strands.
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5.1 DNA Origami Substrate

The DNA origami will be used as a substrate for the path assembly. Careful design and
production are crucial, which we will detail in this section. First, we detail experimental
results with two DNA origami designs. Then we study with several experimental
methods the assembly behavior during a temperature annealing. Finally, we focus on
the pi-stacking of our origami, causing them to aggregate.

5.1.1 Rigid 2D Origami Using Rods

Single layer DNA origami are expected to be able to twist. This will be especially
unfortunate if it allows for a strand to attach between two non-adjacent docks. This
kind of problem is solved [Thu+17] by using a double-layered DNA origami. With the
access of CodeNano and then ENSNano, we wanted to try a simpler alternative. The
idea is to have a regular single-layer origami and several rods in an orthogonal direction
to prevent bending. We iterated over two designs for the rods, which are described in
the two next paragraphs.

Buoy rods design with 6-helices bundles. In this design, each rod is made of a six-
helices bundle. These rods are placed so that the center of the bundle aligns with the
plane of the origami. One difficulty we encountered was to properly connect the staples
between the rods and the 2D plane. The presence of these "connection" staples often
forces them to break the pattern of the center part staples. The AFM images (Figure 5.2)
obtained in AC mode in buffer, shows that we managed to correctly assemble it.

2-Helices rods designs. After the problem encountered in the buoy design, we decided
to opt for a simpler approach. Two helices are attached on two opposite edges of the flat
central part. On Figure 5.4 we can measure the height of the origami to be 1.5 nm. The
rods raise to an additional 0.7 nm in height. A problem we encountered with this design
was the landing side on mica for AFM observation. When the origami lands on the side
where the docks are outgoing, it is difficult to observe the eventual strands attached to
it. We observed that the design produced a bias towards landing on the "opposite" side.
The probability of landing side was random across the experiments.
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Figure 5.1: Origami buoy design : to prevent the origami to twist, the edges of the DNA
origami are linked to six-helix bundles
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Figure 5.2: a) AFM image of the buoy rods origami. b) Height profile along the line
showing, showing the 2 rods at the edges of the origami.
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Figure 5.3: Origami buoy design : to prevent the origami to twist, the edges of the DNA
origami are linked to two-helices rods
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Figure 5.4: a) AFM image of 2-helices rods DNA Origami design. b) Height profiles
along the two cross-sections a DNA origami (1 and 2 on the subfigure a ) c) Height
profiles along the two cross-sections a DNA origami (3 and 4 on the subfigure a )
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5.1.2 Pi-stacking of DNA origami

Pi-stacking between the helices ends at the edges of the DNA origami produces a
interaction between origami. In such conditions, groups of origami can be observed on
the mica surface using AFM. Such interaction could also happens in solution, particularly
in the context of Part II, where the experiments are intended to be done near room
temperature.

Our first 6-helices bundle rods design was supposed to be resistant to pi-stacking.
Our argument was twofold: The 6-helices bundles physically shield the ends of the
helices of the main part. The only exposed helices ends are those of the 6-helices bundles.
However, this design happened to produce pi-stacking on every edge of the origami.
First, the 6-helices bundles accounts for 12 possible pi-stackings. And on the other side,
the bundle can move up or down, particularly when landed on a surface, which exposes
all the helices of the 2D plane. A usual technique is to put hairpins or poly-T sequences
at the end of staples on the sides of the DNA origami. Using this technique was not
straightforward, as it meant removing some staples that attach the 6-helices bundles
to the plane, and also drastically impacts the quality of the stapling at the end of the
bundles.

To prevent pi-stacking with poly-T sequences, we had to change the structure of the
rods. We opted for simpler rods, made of 2 helices on each side. This time the rods are
attached on one side of the origami. It allowed to used 6-T sequences on every helices
ends. As expected, this completely prevented pi-stacking.
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(a) AFM imaging of the 6-helices bundles rods design.
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(b) AFM imaging of the 2-helices rods design.

Figure 5.5: Illustration of the pi-stacking gathering on effect on the 2-helices design (a),
and the absence of pi-stacking for the buoy rods design (b).

We have designed and successfully assembled two DNA origami with rods to
prevent torsion. The more complexed design, with 6-helices bundles, proved
to induce pi-stacking that is hard to fix. On the other hand, the simpler design
with 2-helices rods, allowed the use of poly-T sequences to effectively solve the
problem of pi-stacking of origami.

5.1.3 DNA Origami Assembly

We will see that measuring the temperature at which the origami assembles will be
useful to set-up the dynamic assembly of paths. To obtain the relationship between
temperature and assembly yield, we ran two experiments. In the first one, we stop the
assembly at a defined temperature, and observe the result with AFM and agarose gel.
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Figure 5.6: AFM of assembly of DNA origami structures present in the samples as a
function of temperature stop.
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Figure 5.7: Agarose gel of assembly of DNA origami along a temperature annealing. The
first and last lanes contains Generuler 1kb ladder.

Evolution of the origami assembly along a temperature annealing. We wanted to
observe the evolution of the assembly of the origami during a temperature annealing.
Along with annealing, we collect every so often a tube sample from the PCR machine,
cool it in an ice bath, and store it at 2 °C. [Wag+17] proposes a similar protocol, but does
a fast freezing to stop further assembly in liquid nitrogen. Each tube is assessed both on
an agarose gel (Figure 5.7), and using an AFM image (Figure 5.6). The AFM shows a
significant progression at 57 °C. There are with still some unformed origami, but the
one with the expected squared shape are mostly formed. At 55 °C we see only good
assembled origami. On the agarose gel, we can look at the intensity of the most intense
band, its location, and the presence of bands of higher molecular weight. Based on these
three indicators, we conlude to a significant improvement in the assembly between 60 °C
and 57 °C, in good agreement with AFM imaging.

qPCR observation of the DNA origami assembly. We propose a protocol to observe
the assembly of our DNA origami using a qPCR hybridization curve. Similarly to a
qPCR hybridization or melting curve for a DNA duplex, we measure the signal of the
sample with a double-stranded intercalating dye (Evagreen). Extracting the assembly of
the origami not straightforward because the excess staples contribute to a large part of
the measured signal. To be able to isolate only the origami contribution from the staples
contribution, we have two samples: 1) The origami sample, containing the scaffold and
the staples in excess. 2) The staples sample, containing only the staples, in the same
concentration as the origami sample. Each sample is replicated three times, in three wells
of a qPCR strip. These strips are annealed in the qPCR machine with the following
protocol: 1) The strands are denaturated 95 °C, for 5 minutes. 2) The fluorescence is
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read at this temperature 8 times, with 1 minute intervals (plus reading time of about 30
seconds). 3) The temperature is decreased by one degree, and the reading of step 2) is
done. This step 3) is repeated until 25 °C.

Figure 5.8 shows the temperature ramp, and the measured signal. The minimum
and maximum signals is the same for both curves on this figure, which is not always the
case for each well in the same conditions. First we can see that there is not much signal
evolution when staying at the same temperature in this conditions. Therefore we only
consider the last measurement at each temperature. For each of the three wells who
replicate the same sample, we normalized the curves to have the same minimum and
maximum values (between 0 and 1). Then we averaged the signals of each sample, after
checking there is no outliers. We obtain normalized and averaged curves in function of
the temperature for each sample (Figure 5.9). The two curves already exhibit differences,
which means that our protocol is able to retreive some information from the origami
assembly.

To try to extract more precisely the contribution from the assembly of the origami,
we discuss what influences the measured signals. There are three factors : 1) The
quantity of double-stranded DNA. 2) The temperature sensitivity of the dye. 3) The
photobleaching of the dye along the readings. We have checked using a hairpin strand,
that when the amount of doubled-stranded DNA does not change, both the temperature
sensitivity of the dye, and the photobleaching leads to an affine profile. We used this
phenomenon to try to remove the excess staples signal, because at low temperature the
origami is not expected to make further double-strands. We make the simplification that
signalorigami sample = signalorigami + c × signalstaples sample. We optimized the coefficient c
to obtain a linear profile between 25 and 50 °C. It gives c = 0.687. We observe the curve
for signalorigami , which increases gradually when the temperature decreases. Below
57 °C the profile is linear. The fact that the linear profile is on a larger temperature range
that on what the constant c was optimized gives credibility to the linear assumption.
The temeprature at which the profile is not linear anymore is 57 °C, which suggest than
the end of the origami assembly is at 57 °C.

This method could be useful to optimize annealing protocols for complicated DNA
origami. The fact that the processing only relies on the profile at low temperature, where
no further assembly occurs, gives a lot of flexibility. For instance, one could try to change
the temperature curve between 90 and 50 °C in many possible ways, while still keeping
the temperature curve below 50 °C. The same samples could be reused many times for
many different protocols. Smaller temperature steps, and a external monitor using a
temperature probe could give more precise results.
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Figure 5.8: a) Temperature of the qPCR at each step, in the chronological order. The
temperature starts at 90 °C and stops at 25 °C. b) Fluorescence measurement for two
particular wells. One well one contains the origami sample, and one well contains the
staple sample.
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Figure 5.9: a) Fluorescence signal of the last measurement for each temperature step.
For each sample, all replicants are normalized between minimum and maximum val-
ues, and then averaged. b) Difference of the averaged curves between the two sam-
ples. c) Ponderated difference of the averaged curves between the two samples (
signalorigami sample − c × signalstaples sample).

We have studied the evolution of the assembly of the 6-helices bundles origami
when subjected to a temperature annealing. We used two methods, one method
already described [Wag+17] using AFM and agarose gel, and other one based
on fluorescence readings with a qPCR machine. Our two methods agree with
57 °C for the end of the origami assembly at, despite not having the exactly same
annealing rate (about −1 °C / 3 min for the AFM, and about −1 °C / 10 min for
the qPCR method).
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5.2 Assembly of Hard-coded Paths

In the previous section, we studied the assembly of the DNA origami that will be our
substrate. In this new section, we will start to assemble paths on this substrate by
attaching hard-coded paths. We will define two alternative versions, with respectively
asymmetric and symmetric lengths of the sequence domains composing the strands. We
will see that the symmetric length version, because of the more uniform domain lengths,
provides a successful path assembly onto the origami.

5.2.1 Asymmetric paths version

Our asymmetrical form path has two particularities (Figure 5.10) : 1) The docking
strands are all oriented 5’ to 3’ going out the DNA origami. 2) The lengths of the
domains are diverse (17 nt,7 nt,31 nt). This implfies different assembly temperature
for each domain. For instance, the 7 nt length of the docking strands might cause the
path to assemble last, at room temperature. As expected, this design does not assemble
well (Figure 5.11). We can observe many partial paths on the origami, but no complete
ones. A profile aling one line in the AFM topology image shows the presence of the
path visible as a single peak with height compatible with a DNA helix. The height of
the path on the AFM is about 1 nm, which is smaller than the expected 2 nm for a DNA
helix.This difference can be explained horizontally by the width of the tip.

17nt 31nt7nt

Figure 5.10: Assymetrical path design. The horizontal grey bar represents the top
surface of the DNA origami. Vertical strands coming from this gray bar are "docking"
staples. Yellow dots, represents the presence of a single-stranded flexible sequence TT

allowing for turns.
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Figure 5.11: a) AFM image of the the assembly of the asymmetric path. The background
shows the excess staples and path strands, as no rinsing was done after the incubation
on the mica. b) Zoom on the assembly. The right panel emphasizes the intended path. c)
Height profile of the origami (line of figure a). The black arrows on the profile indicate
the section of the paths helices.
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5.2.2 Symmetric paths version

The symmetric path version solves the domain unbalanced difficulties identified in the
previous asymetric versions. This is allowed by the alternating direction of dock staples.
As a results the three domains that are attached per path strand (Figure 5.12) have
similar lengths, with 16 nt, 15 nt, and 16 nt. As we can see on Figure 5.13, this led to the
perfect assembly of path with a good yield. However, a large majority of the origami
are landed on the wrong side (with the indicator on the top right corner), as explained
previously. We can see on the profile (Figure 5.13) the presence of two path helices
(indicated by the black arrows). The height of these path helices are abnormally small,
which is an artefact of the large size of the AFM window. When the origami lands on the
wrong side, being under the surface of the origami, we see a merged peak. This merged
peak has a height closer to the expected one because of its extended width Profile 2 on
Figure 5.13.

16nt 16nt15nt

Figure 5.12: Symetrical path design. Alternating direction of dock staples allow the
three domains attached to a single path stand to have similar lengths ( 16 nt, 15 nt,
16 nt).
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Figure 5.13: a) AFM image of the the assembly of the symmetric path. The background
shows the excess staples and path strands as no rising were done after the incubation
on the mica. b) Zoom of one assembly. The right panel emphasizes the intended path.
c) Height profiles of origami landed on the correct side (profile 1) and on the incorrect
side (profile 2). The twp sections of the path (black arrows on profile 1), appear merged
when hidden under the origami (profile 2).
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In this section, we saw that the asymmetrical path version , due to a different
assembly temperatures, has a huge impact on the yield when proceeding to one-
pot annealing. By alternating the dock directions, we have balanced the domain
lengths, and successfully assembled a hardcoded segmented path on our DNA
origami. This validates the functionalization of our DNA origami, and the ability
to visualize the attached paths. Our results also highlighted the importance of
controlling the landing face of the DNA origami to allow for a good AFM image
analysis.

5.3 Assembly of non-hardcoded path : set of 4 universal strands

5.3.1 Removing the hardcoding of the symetric path version

After the validation of the previous design, we tried to relax it by keeping only four
sequence for four path strands. The same annealing protocol produced a good assembly.
Figure 5.14 shows the AFM of the path attached to the origami.
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Figure 5.14: a) AFM image of the the assembly of the 4-universal symmetric path. The
AFM tip was double-ended which produced a visual duplicating artefact. b) Zoom on
one assembly. The right panel emphasizes the intended path. c) Height profile of the
origami (line of figure a). The black arrows on the profile indicate the section of the
paths helices.

5.3.2 Towards a dynamic assembly

With the evidence that we can assemble a non fully hardcoded path onta a DNA origami,
we tried to control the kinetics of its assembly. We thought that before trying to imple-
ment a random walk behavior by controlling the temperature, we could try to selectively
assemble the path, due to the presence of the initiating "start" dock: This required path
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strands with smaller domains to reduce the assembly temeprature. Indeed, we could
measure the DNA melting temperature of our path near 55 °C close to the assembly
of our DNA origami. As a result, the path partially assemble during the assembly
temprature of the DNA origami, excluding any hope of a control of the dynamics. This
is why we chose for smaller and less energetic domains of 10 nucleotides (Figure 5.15).
The reduction of the domains induced single-stranded section, that we fill with a poly-T
sequence to avoid secondary structures.

Metling curves of pairs of path strands. To check that the path assembled in the right
temperature region, we measured qPCR hybridization curves with pairs of paths that
attach together. Technical limitations forced us to set the DNA concentration the curves
at 1 µM. The curves are interpreted in terms of duplex concentrations, and then adapted
using the law of mass action to a different range of concentration. We can see that at
100 nM, that is a 10X excess for 10 nM origamis, all the pairs start to assemble near
50 °C. This means that we can try to induce assembly between 50 °C and 55 °C.

10nt 10nt

Figure 5.15: Weaker binding symetrical path design.

Testing the impact of the start dock. We want to control and selectively induce the
assembly of the path using a "start" dock. To achieve this, we compare the assembly of
a line-shaped path, in two situations. In the first situation, a regular dock is used. In
the second situation, the first dock is a "start" dock, with an extended domain (20 nt).
We expect the extension of the "start" dock to nucleate the assembly of the path. We
proceeded to an annealing of the origami to 55 °C, left the temperature for 30 minutes,
and then added the path strand to the tube, followed by an annealing from 55 °C to
40 °C. In both cases the yield is quite low. The experiment is therefore difficult to
interpret. As a first answer, we tried to count the number of origami (landed on the right
side) on the first AFM image, with at least one strand attached in both versions. The
version with the start dock is more favored (43%, n = 54), compared to the control one
(20%, n = 31). This confirms that the "start" dock extension encourage some assembly.
However it does not prove that the assembly order goes from the "start" dock to then
end of the path. More importantly the absence of the "start" dock does not prevent the
path assembly.
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Figure 5.16: a) AFM image of origami with the 4-universal asymmetric path. The
origami does not have a start dock with an extended domain. b) Height profile of one
origami. The black arrow points to the section of the line-shaped path.
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Figure 5.17: a) AFM image of origami with the 4-universal asymmetric path. The
origami does have a start dock with an extended domain to try to nucleate the path
assembly. b) Height profile of one origami. The black arrow points to the section of the
line-shaped path.
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In this section, we tried to relax the hardcoded segmented path design. We
selected four sequences for four DNA path strands. A regular one-pot annealing
did not assemble the path. We successfully assembled it, by annealing first the
DNA origami, and then adding the path strands, and cooling to a experimentally
determined temperature. However and the assembly of the DNA origami and of
the path share a common assembly temperature range, which prevents further
experiments where the assembly order is precisely controlled. To be able to
control the kinetics, we designed a path design with weaker domains to assemble
at lower temperatures. First, the assembly with a temperature analysis was
reproduced. Then, our goal was to find a protocol where only the presence of
the "start" dock would induce the assembly. Preliminary results indicate that the
"start" dock leads to more path strands attached to the origami, but it does not
guarantee a full assembly. Also, in our condition, the absence of the "start" dock
did not prevent any path strand to attach. Finally, we did not manage to find
a convenient way of comparing the very similar looking AFM images. Without
such analysis metric, we did not know how to compare further experiments.

5.4 Conclusion

To conclude, this part taught us valuable information for future experiments with
DNA origami. First we designed two origami with different rods designs on the edges
preventing bending, that were successfully assembled. Then we validated the technical
capacity to observe a single helix-wide path attached to a DNA origami. We were also
introduced to the issue of controlling the landing side, independently of what is attached
to the origami. Finally we managed to assemble a hardcoded path our DNA origami,
and then generalize it by reducing to a number of four strands. We tried to iterate the
design to further control the assembly, but unsuccessfully. Even if further experiments
could have been conducted on this system, we chose to switch to a more promising
approach. In am going to describe in part II an alternative path design using a variation
toehold exchange strand displacement technique.
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This chapter defines our roadmap for building random walk assembly behavior on
the DNA origami using DNA strand displacement. After describing the principle of the
design, we propose two configurations to test and validate this design experimentally.
Finally, we will end up with three simplified designs that could be iterated following
experiments presented in the next two chapters.

6.1 Design Description

Motivations. The random walk will be encoded as multiple step strands bound one to
another (Figure 6.1).

Here we want to use toehold mediated strand displacement (TMSD) and more
precisly a variation of toehold exchange strand displacement (TESD) to control the
progression of the random walk. We see two benefits. First, TESD has minimal leaking,
particularly in situations with small sets of strands like ours. More importantly, the fact
that displacement controls the rate of both assembly and disassembly should ease the
balance of the walk.

start dock odd dock odd dock odd dockeven dock even dock

path extremity

Figure 6.1: Schematic sideview of a random walk path. The greyline represents the top
surface of a DNA origami.

step-cover cover

forward
toehold

backward
toehold

Figure 6.2: Random walk mechanism using strand displacement. The grey line repre-
sents the top surface of the DNA origami.

The reversible strand displacement mechanism. The core mechanism of the random
walk is composed of two entities (Figure 6.2) : a step strand , hydridized with a protection
to form the step cover complex; and the cover strand (as a ssDNA monomer). The purpose
of the step-cover duplex will be to move the random walk forward. On the other hand,
the purpose of the cover strand will be to move the random walk backward.

Now we explain the dyamics that implement these purposes. We consider a path
composed of several step strands assembled on the origami. The last step strand (refered
to as the terminal step) exposes the forward toehold. When a step-cover duplex encounters
this toehold, a strand displacement mechanism can occurs. If the strand displacement
succeeds cover strand is displaced and freed up in solution. The step therefore remains
hybridized both to the former terminal step, and the dock. However, this process is
reversible: A cover strand may encounter the now exposed backward toehold. The same
displacement, but this time in reverse order detaches the path, and free up a step-cover
duplex in solution.
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We can notice that this process is indeed a variation of TESD, with the branch
migration domain cut in two strands. We know that this will add a large energy barrier
to the transitions. This is expect to slowdown the (forward) displacement rate by several
orders of magnitudes compared to regular strand displacement.

entry

exit

step-cover even

step-cover odd cover odd

cover
even

dock even dock odd

DNA origami

Figure 6.3: Checkerboard coloring of the steps, covers and the docks
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x

impossible diagonal
attachment

possible straight
attachment

Figure 6.4: Due to the checkerboard coloring, there is no possiblity of attachement of
path in a diagonal way.

Checkerboard paths and docks The design with step strand bound one to another
needs the step strands to be arranged in an alternating sense. This imposes to make two
versions (colors) of both the cover strand and step strand (Figure 6.3). As an additional
benefit, it prevents the path to skip a cell, by attaching a path in diagonal (Figure 6.4).
Have could notice that the two step versions share the same pair of toeholds. But the
toeholds play an opposite roles for each: the forward toehold of the even step strand is
the backward toehold of the odd step strand . Therefore, the only differences between the
two versions are the sense of the duplexes, and the sequences appart from the toeholds.

Turns As in part I, we choose to use TT for the sequence for these "flexible" domains.
Similaly to part I, the dock complementary to the step makes a nick (gap) to the previous
step, which also allows for a turn. Figure 6.5 shows that no matter the parity of the step
located a a turn, this TT (round gray ball) allows for the path to make turns without
inducing a physical offset.
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Figure 6.5: Path turns using TT sequence. a) and b) reprents the situation for both step
parities.

start dock

step-cover cover

forward toehold

(a) Entry dock strand for even cells.

end dockend dock

path-cover cover

(b) Exit dock strand for even cells

Figure 6.6: Propositions for entry and exit dock variations.

Entry and exit Specific dock strands are necessary to encode the entry that will initiate
the path progression, and the exit that will stop the path from going backward. Figures
6.6a and 6.6b show these strands for even cells, but the one for odd cells can be con-
structed similarly. We can note that speaking about energy, the binding of a step to the
"start" dock is more stable than the binding to both regular dock and a previous step.
For the "exit" dock, it binds to the backward toehold, which should inhibit path removal
by the invasion of a cover strand. However, this implementation of the exit is not correct
because it can initiate a backward path assembly. An alternative implementation using
a hairpin dock should both let the path assemble, and prevent the use of the extended
domain for the assembly of non-terminal paths. Combining these two phenomena could
probably solve the problem but requires energetic fine-tuning, which we will not explore
in this work.

Concentration of path-cover and cover The free floating step-cover duplex and cover
strand , will need to be in excess in solution, for two reasons. We need enough path
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strands to explore all accessible cells on each origami. Also, the progressive assembly of
the path will deplete the concentration of step-cover duplex , and increase the concentra-
tion of cover strand . This will in turn favor step removal over time. Adding an excess of
both step cover and cover will mitigate the impact of this concentration unbalance.

6.2 Experiments Design and Constraints

6.2.1 Random Walk Rates Adjustment

Forward and backwad rates are unlikely to be exactly the same. We discuss how to
experimentally change conditions in order to balance these rates.

Toehold sequence energy The energy of the toehold sequence has a significant impact
on the strand displacement rate (from 1 × 103 s−1 M−1 to 3 × 106 s−1 M−1 [ZW09]). In
our case, we have two toehold sequences, each one playing both roles of path attachment
and path detachment for, respectively, odd and even cells. Because of this, it is unclear
whether changing the sequence of one toehold will help to balance all rates. However, in
the experimental section, we will see that we ran experiments with a sequence mismatch
in the toehold of only the step strand . This technique could be used to reduce the toehold
energy of a specific pair if we observe a large imbalance.

step-cover

cover

forward
toehold

backward
toehold

Figure 6.7: Example of balancing of the random walk by increasing the concentration of
step cover.

Concentration of step-cover and Cover Using the concentration imbalance of step-
cover and cover can help to balance the random walk. For instance, Figure 6.7 illustrates
a situation where the random walk mechanism is biased towards step strand removal. The
presence of more step-cover duplex compensates this bias, and can result in a balanced
random walk.

6.2.2 Leaking on DNA Origami

WWe discuss here the consequences of duplex rearrangements without the proper use
of a toehold, called leaking. Because our design is reversible, there is some chance
of recovery. Here we map all the possible consequences of two types of leaks. The
first one is the leaking that causes a step strand to attach to a dock, despite the cover
protectiom. The second one is the complete removal of an interor step by a cover, despite
the connection of two adjacent steps strands.
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Leaking of a step-cover on a dock : self nucleation of a path Leaking can attach a step
strand to a single dock domain, without using a toehold (transition from state a) to state
b) in Figure 6.8. Let ka dock be this rate. Due to the presence of the cover, the expected
order of magnitude is 1 s−1 M−1. The (unexpected) presence of step as monomers could
also lead to this situation. In the result section, we will see that the measurement of this
rate 1.2 × 105 s−1 M−1. This behavior could be explained by monomer step in solution.
If this happens, there are three cases.

• Case c) : because the backward toehold is exposed, the cover strand of this step
strand can remove the step. The associated rate, kr dock should be faster than kb.

• Case d): because the step is not attached to a previous step, it exposes one toehold
and one domain. The associated rate ka long toehold is expected to be greater than kf ,
but of similar magnitude..

• Case e) : As a terminal step, it exposes the toeholds and domains for path extension.
There is a possibility of path extension, with the regular rate kf .

We can expect the kf rate having a slowdown of a factor ten compared to regular
strand displacement with the same toehold. Then the probability of recovery by remov-
ing the step can be estimated to (10/(10 + 1 + 1)) = 0.83. To summarize, the rate of path
nucleation should be very low, and has a high probability of recovery if it happens.

Now we discuss the consequences of the removal of an interior step strand by a cover
strand (transition from state a) to state b) in Figure 6.9). The associated rate kr interior is
expected to be on order of 1 s−1 M−1. From this situation, there are three possible cases:

Leaking of cover removing an interior step.

• Case c) : as the previous path exposes toeholds for path extension, the hole can
be filled with a new step-cover duplex . The associated rate krepair is expected to be
faster than kf , and of the same magnitude.

• Case d): the previous step strand is exactly in the same situation as a terminal step.
The associated rate is the regular step detachement rate kb.

• Case e): finally, the next step exposes a toehold, and an additional domain. These
two sequences are of 9 nt. The two will play the role of a longer toehold to detach
the step. The associated rate krlong toehold is expected to be higher than kf , possibly
of one or two orders of magnitudes.

In this situation, the presence of the long toehold in the case d) will not favor the
recovery of the situation b). However, the interior step removal rate kr interior is expected
to be very low 1 s−1 M−1. In particular, compared to the nucleation of a path, here we
do not expect experimental problems that would speed up this rate.
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Figure 6.8: Leaking leading to self nucleation of a path on a dock
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Figure 6.9: Leaking leading to the removal of an interior step

6.2.3 Path Self-Nucleation

Because of the excess of the two types of step-cover duplex in solution, they could
polymerize one to another. However we expect the presence of cover strand in the about
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the same concentration to prevent this polymerization.

step-cover

step-coverstep-cover cover cover ...

size 2 size 3

Figure 6.10: Spurious path polymerization

6.3 Experiments for Validation

We thought about two experimental designs, that would validate the princple of the
random walk for our system. The first one, branching, is designed to be more qualitative,
while the second one, 1D random walk is more quantitative.

6.3.1 Branching

The branching experiment will mainly prove that the path has the ability to go forward
and backward, and stop at the end dock. Information about the rates of the walk
progression could also be infered. We propose three versions of the same maze with two
branches of the same size (Figure 6.11). At the end, we expect to see that :

• Version 1 : with only the exit docking 1, only paths reaching the left end are visible.

• Version 2 : with only the exit docking 2, only paths reaching the left end are visible.

• Version 3 : with two exit dockings. There is a equal distribution of paths taking
the left and right turns.

It would prove that the path have the ability to reverse backwards, and that at an
intersection the probabilities are equal.
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start dock

DNA origami

dock 1

Version 1: exit at dock 1

Version 2: exit at dock 2

Version 3: exit at dock 1 and 2

dock 2

Figure 6.11: Branching experiment

6.3.2 One Dimentional Random Walk

DNA origamientry

Figure 6.12: 1D random walk experiment design.
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In this experimenal design, we make a simple line maze without any forks, of different
length n. There can be two variations, with and without end dock. The mean time of
first arrival to the end, that will be measured by adding an exit on the maze, is quadratic
to length of the maze. This measure, possible with fluorescence or AFM could validate
the presence of a random walk. Indirect measurements of the forward and backward
rates could also be done.

6.4 Experimental Bottom-up Approach

In order to simplify the system to be able to tune and assess all the strand displacement
rates, we decided to propose a bottom-up approach with three toy models. They all
model strand displacement step attachment and detachment to obtain insight for the
associated kinetics and developp our experimental tools. The last one, Toy Model C, is
extremely close to the final random walk design.

6.4.1 Toy Model A : One-strand Substrate

In the random walk design, at the end of the terminal step strand , three domains are
colocalized (Figure 6.13a): the green toehold , the red domain (called previous path),
and the blue dock. This Toy Model A consists of unifying these three domains into a
single ssDNA molecule. It corresponds to regular TESD. Figure 6.13b describes the step
assembly and removal in this toy model.

surfacedockdock

terminal step

(a) Simplification for Toy Model A

step-cover
cover

step-surface

surface

(b) Strand displacement path assembly and removal, expressed in the Toy model A

Figure 6.13: Toy Model A design : the origami is removed and its role is reduced the
surface DNA strand.
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6.4.2 Toy Model B : Two-strands Substrate

In this section, we propose a model where the surface strand of Toy Model A is now
replaced by two colocalized strands (using a third linker strand). This toy model
will account in some sense to the energy penalty cause by the splitting of the branch
migration domain of TESD in two strands. The linker complex has two outgoing single
strands. The first outgoing strand is the previous step, which contains exposed domains
of the terminal step strand . The second is the docking strand, for the docking strand
pointing out of the origami.

linker

previous
step dock

dockdock

terminal step

(a) Simplification for Toy Model B

step-cover

cover

surface

linker

ppath dock

linker

ppath dock

(b) Strand displacement path assembly and removal, expressed in the Toy model B

Figure 6.14: Toy Model B design : the origami with a previous step and a dock is mimicked
as two strands combined together by a "linker" DNA strand.

6.4.3 Toy Model C : Origami Substrate

Finally the Toy Model C, exposes the same domains as the Toy Model B. The difference
is that the two strands will come out of a DNA origami, instead of being attached on the
linker strand. This way, the surface interaction, and the overall geometry of the system
will be close to what happens in our goal random walk mechanism.
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dockdock

terminal path

(a) Simplification for Toy Model C

step-cover
cover

(b) Strand displacement path assembly and removal, expressed in the Toy model C

Figure 6.15: Toy Model C design : the presence of a previous path mimicked by a
dedicated staples pointing out the DNA origami.

In this chapter, we have proposed an alternative random walk design that relies on
strand displacement mechanisms. The design uses a variation of toehold exchange
strand displacement (TESD), with the introduction of a nick in what is refered to
the branch migration in the litterature. We have described how the rates of the
random walk can be tuned, either by changing the toehold energies or by changing
the concentration of the step and cover strands. We proposed and discussed two
experiments that could be useful to experimentally prove that a random walk
behavior is obtained when the design will be experimentally achieved. Finally,
we proposed an experimental plan for the experimental completion of the design,
with a bottom-up approach composed of three toy models. The next chapter
describes the material and methods used to design the sequences, run, follow,
and analyze the experiments of the three toy models.
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7.1 Numerical Analysis

7.1.1 DNA Numeric Thermodynamic Analysis

We describe how we do the numeric DNA thermodynamic predictions and computations.
For our first strand sequence generation in Part II, we used Nupack 2 ([Zad+11]) and
ViennaRNA ([Lor+11]) called from Python using subprocesses. All subsequent work
used the Python API of Nupack 3.0 and 4.0 [FPP20].

Nupack Model Unless explicitly stated, we use the default Nupack model ’dna’ with-
out dangle stacking. In most of our experiments, the buffer only contains (divalent)
magnesium salt. Even if the Nupack API gives the ability to input sodium salt, it refuses
to accept a zero concentration of sodium salt. We think this limitation is a side effect
of making sure the minimal correct amount of sodium salt is added. Supplementary
material often inputs the minimal required sodium concentration and the intended
magnesium concentration to overcome this. Although the impact is minimal, we convert
the divalent concentration into an equivalent sodium concentration using the same refer-
ence as Nupack [KP05]. Often, we need to compute predictions at a number of different

99
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temperatures. This computes a new model with memory allocation and converts the
input ∆H ° and ∆S° to the wanted temperatures. We often keep the models in a cache to
be able to explore many temperatures more conveniently.

Nupack concentration from energy In many situations, we want to use the concen-
tration solver of Nupack, to obtain a given concentration as a function of a continuous
energy. Also, we sometimes wante to compute concentrations in an ideal situation where
there are no unintended complexes. To to this we need to input the energies of the
complexes. It is not possible in the public API of Nupack because the tube analysis and
tube concentration functions take sequences as input. However, by looking at the Python
code of the API, we managed to access the undocumented solver function. We wrote a
wrapper function (Listing 1) around this solver function to use it more easily. We needed
to find the rotational_correction boolean and logq parameters. At first we did not
know where to look in the C++ source code, and simply tried to tune the parameters to
match the Nupack behavior. By comparing the results of the public API and the direct
access of the solver, we found matching parameters to be rotational_correction as-
signed to false, and k = 0.00198717. Later, we found the part of the Nupack code with
exactly this constant. Along with it, a commentary states that it is not the correct perfect
gas constant values, but that it is here for retro-compatibility reasons. All in all, we
managed to find a way to access the inner Nupack solver and its parameters, and we have
checked that the results are consistent with the sequences to concentration functions. We
think that the rotational_correction (set to False) refers to the symmetry correction
of the Nupack documentation.

import nupack as npk

def solve_concentrations(

T_deg : float,

cplx_concentrations : list[float],

cplx_DeltaGs : list[float],

strands_concentrations : list[float],

complexes_content : list[list[int]],

rotational_correction= False, debug = False,k = 0.00198717):

T_k = T_deg + 273.15

logq = -np.array(cplx_DeltaGs) / (k*T_k)

return npk.concentration.solve_complex_concentrations(

indices=self.complexes_content,

logq=logq,

x0=strands_concentrations,

kelvin=T_k,

rotational_correction=rotational_correction,

as_strands=True )

Listing 1: Python wrapper function to use the Nupack undocumented concentration
solver

Nupack Energy The supplementary material of [ZW09] points out that the energies
output by Nupack (version 2) should have a correction term. We measured the same
phenomenon with Nupack versions 3 and 4. In Figure 7.1 we compute the hybridization
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yield of two complementary strands as a function of the binding energy at 25°C. We
compute it using two methods: 1) with our solver wrapper function, 2) with the law
of mass action. Between the two methods, there is a difference of 2.38 kcal mol−1 to
obtain the same behavior. [ZW09] explains that this value is RT ln(55). The value 55 is
related to the water concentration (55 M) because Nupack uses molar fractions. For this
reason, each time we give an energy obtained from Nupack, we apply this correction
((N − 1)RT ln(55) where N is the number of strands in the complex).
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Figure 7.1: Duplex yield in function of ∆G with Nupack’s solver and law of mass action.
The points are particular case of actual sequences, computed with regular Nupack API
to check that this curves are relevant.

7.1.2 Molecular Dynamic Simulations

We conducted Molecular Dynamic Simulations using OxDNA. The design files usually
contains too high bonds distances, which can break inital basepairing and never recover
it along the simulation. This is why OxDNA simulation are usually made in two parts :
first do a relaxation using a fast Montecarlo simulation, by forcing base-pairing. Then in
a second step, with actual molecular dynamic simulation, without forcing basepairing.

From ENSNano to OxDNA At the time, ENSNano did not support fully the export in
OxDNA format. We modified the export code to suit our needs. This also fixed some
edge cases bug that existed. Our new exporter, uses input a json file to set specific
DNA sequences for named strands. It outputs an oxDNA constraint file to add mutual
trap forces between paired bases for the intial relaxation. An additionnal output file
giving the association between OxDNA nucleotide index and the position and name
of the associated strand in the ENSNano design. It was expecgted to be useful to add
further oxDNA constraints manually be we ended-up not using it. To export, we use run
modified exporter, after turning the ENSNAno model mode to "old ENSNANO" model.
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This model does not include DNA inclination, but we found the inital geometry closer
to the OxDNA model.

Running the OxDNA simulations We ran the occasional origami simulation using
the website oxDNA.org. For small complexes (Toy Model B), we run both the intial
relaxation and the simulation using a local version of OxDNA 3.5 on a regular laptop.
The input configuration were inspired by both the one from oxDNA.org and [Sen+21].
Both were run on CPU of a laptop, using OxDNA 3.5. We did 1000 iterations for the
intitial relaxation and 30000 iterations of 0.003 time step for the molecular dynamic. We
observe the energy over time, to assess at which point the trajectory starts to be relevant.

Post-processing Post-processing is done by using the Oxdna Analysis Tool as pro-
gram using a Python code and the standard subprocess library. We found that the
Python library the Oxdna Analysis Tool lacks some functionnalities. For each simula-
tion, we compute aligned trajectories, energy plot over time, and the mean structure.
Finally, we capture images in the Oxview webapp.

7.2 Experimental Tools

7.2.1 DNA strands with Fluorescence Reporting

Duplex reporting with fluorophore and quencher. We use fluorescence reporting to
observe the evolution of concentration of duplexes (for instance step-surface duplex for
Toy Model A). One strand representing the "surface" of the DNA origami (depending
of the toy model) is modified with 6-Carboxyfluorescein (6-FAM or fluorescein). Fluo-
rescein has a peak emission at 520 nm. The step strand is modified with a Iowa Black®
FQ, which absorbs from 420 to 620 nm (maximum at 531 nm). When the step strand is
attached to the "surface", the proximity of the fluorophore to the quencher decreases the
fluorescence.

Impact of direct contact quenching and use of Guanine quenching. [MKT02] studies
direct quenching for the reporting pair made of fluorophores TET (Tetrachlorofluores-
cein, similar to fluorosceine) / TAMRA by spacing the fluorophores with 0 , 5 or 10 nt
single-stranded mucleotides. It reveals that the 5 nt offset is a intermediary regime
between FRET and direct contact quenching; and 10 nt do not show direct contact
quenching. It also studies the quenching efficiency by each nucleotide for a large panel
of common fluorophores. In general, guanine is the most effective nucleotide for quench-
ing, and fluorophore that emit in he green (like fluorosceine) and yellow wavelength
are better quenched with nucleotides. Some fluorophores like fluoresceine have one
nucleotide efficiency that stand out (A : 23%,C: 8%, G:32%, T:8%), which allows for a
allmost selective nucleotide quenching. However, the analysis of nucleotide quenching
is complex, with measured influence all at least the four closest nucleotides [LAS22].

[Zim+19] studies the influence of the fluorophore reporting system on the annealing
temperature of a duplex. The fluorophore/quencher pair used is 6-FAM/BHQ2, with
different spatial offset between the fluorophore and the quencher. An alternative without
quencher is dangling single-stranded guanines (guanine quenching). Compared to the
direct contact quenching version, both the FAM/BHQ2 with a 10 nt offset and the
guanine quenching, decreases melting temperature by ≃ 4.5 °C. As a reference, the
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same sequences without fluorophore but with intercalating dye (SYTTO 82), result in
a 5 °C decrease. The quenching efficiencies (percentage of signal reduction when the
duplex is formed) are 94.1% for the direct contact version,and 45% efficency for guanine
quenching version.

The conclusion is that 1) direct contact quenching stabilizes the duplex by adding a
energetic bonus, 2) direct contact quenching can be avoided by physically spacing the
fluorophore or quencher. 3) In the case of Fluorescein, guanine quenching is still usable
with good quenching efficiency.

Duplex reporting with Guanine quenching. In the result section due, we will observe
a duplex bias that we thinked as attributed to direct quneching. To try to counter this,
we will rely on guanine quenching for fluoresceine. We will first use the add of uses the
add of single-stranded GG dangling nucleotide. Then experiments will show that the
double-stranded GG sequence present near the flurophore when the duplex is formed is
sufficient for guanine quenching.

7.2.2 Fluorescent Aquisitions and Data processing with the Shimadzu fluo-
rometer

In this subsection, we describe two acquisition protocols to measure the fluorescence
with a regular fluorometer (Shimadzu RF-5301PC). The machine excites the sample at
a narrow wavelength range, selected using a monochromator on a lamp. The sample
is placed in a quartz cuvette with the four sides clear, which is necessary to excite in
one direction, and read the emitted fluorescence in the other direction. The emission is
filtered using another monochromator and then aquired with a sensor. Now we describe
our protocol for temporal aquisitions, we will dicuss the way we can mix the content of
the cuvette. Finally we describe how we process the data.

Sample Aquisition We do the acquisitions in a Hellma fluorescence cuvette of 500 µL
maximum volume and 2 mm × 10 mm optical paths. We use a circulating bath at 25 °C to
maintain the temperature constant inside the cuvette. It is crucial because fluorescence
of fluorescein is temperature-dependent. Otherwide, the signal would evolve overtime
as the cuvette heats up slowly in the machine. A regular experiment follows this scheme:

1. Turn on the lamp fan and the lamp. Wait at least 20 minutes for the lamp to heat
up.

2. Set the excitation and emissions slits on respectively 475 nm and 520 nm. Both
slits are dixed at 10 nm widths. For this fluorometer, this is the above option after
2 nm, which does not produce enough signal.

3. Adding the buffer in the cuvettes. The experiment are planned to end with 500 µL
inside the cuvette. Often, 450 µL of buffer is added at this step.

4. Oppening the shutter. Only a small is supposed to be read. We substact the small
signl using the auto-zero button.

5. Start the aquisition, with 2 seconds integration time, and one measurement every
5 seconds.
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6. To add a new strand or complex, we pipette it in the buffer. Often, the added
volume is 25 µL. We immediately proceed to 20 up-and-down pipetting using a
100 µL pipette set on 50 µL. We discuss the pipette mixing, and the removal of
measurements of this step in the two next paragraphs.

7. Measure the fluorescence of the sample as a function of time.

8. Other strands or complexed can be added in the same exeperiment.

Mixing the content of the cuvette Mixing with an up-and-down pipetting is neces-
sary because the cuvette is too narrow for a magnetic stirrer. Also [Gen+11] observes
fluorescence loss due to strands adhesion on the magnetic stirrer. We had cases where
we observed too high fluorescence level due to not mixing well. But we found 15 to 20
to be a good compromise between speed and mixing quality. The speed is important
because the displacement can start to happen without being seen on the measurements.
We have found that repeated use of a new cone induced a linear loss that we could
measure. We still use a new cone to have a consistant loss over all the experiments.
However this loss can be considered neglibile for our experiments where only two mixes
are done. In particular, we found that the contact surface of the outer part of the cone is
important, so we made sure to used cones that are not too narrow to mitigate losses. As
an alternative, using a larger cuvette with 10 mm × 10 mm optical paths, to be able to
mix with a 1000 µL pipette could solve some of this mixing issues. However, small piece
to rise the cuvette would have to be made, so that the excitation ray reaches volumes
smaller than 500 µL.

Data Processing The Shimadzu software allows us to copy the fluorescence data
into spreadsheet software, where we save it as a .xlsx file. We load the data using the
Pandas Python library, which outputs a Pandas DataFrame, where the columns are the
individual samples (Figure 7.2a). At this point, the data contained nonsense values when
we opened the lid to inject the species in the cuvette (Figure 7.2c) We exclude these
points at the same time as computing a normalized signal. Indeed, as we add spieces
without fluorophores, the concentration of the strands with fluorophores is decreased.
To be able to compare the intial and last fluorescence, we normalize it to the signal that
were to be read if the volume was 500 µL at each measurement. First we use the melt
function from Pandas to obtain a DataFrame with only three columns, the time, the
fluorescence (or RFU for raw fluorescence unit), and the sample name. Then we add a
third column volume, which tells at each time, and for each sample, the total volume.
In this column we put NaN value for time where lid is opened. Finally we compute the
normalized RFU column, which also propagates NaN values (Figures 7.2b, 7.2d).
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time 2-s-pc-c-50

.. ..
85 915.2
90 943.7
95 382.9
100 381.4
.. ..

(a) Initial DataFrame. There is one time
column, and one column per sample.

time sample RFU volume RFU adjusted

.. .. .. .. ..
85 2-s-pc-c-50 915.2 NaN NaN
90 2-s-pc-c-50 943.7 NaN NaN
95 2-s-pc-c-50 382.9 450.0 344.6
100 2-s-pc-c-50 381.4 450.0 343.3
.. .. .. .. ..

(b) Melted DataFrame with one time col-
umn, one sample (name) column, and one
RFU column. The volume is manually
added, The volume is used to compute RFU
adjusted column.
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(c) Scatter plot of the (unprocessed) RFU as
a function of time. The openning of the lid
makes nonsense values. The grey interval
corresponds to the time 85 to 100, repre-
sented on the figures a) and b).
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(d) Scatter plot of the adjusted RFU as a
function of time. The grey interval corre-
sponds to the time 85 to 100, represented
on the figures a) and b).

Figure 7.2: Data processing on a fluorometer experiment, and an example of the raw,
and processed (with normalization and exclusion of nonsense measurements.)
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7.2.3 Measurements with the Qubit DNA Quantification Machine

(a) Simplified view of the Qubit 2.0
(b) Photos of the Qubit 2.0 with a tube inside
and the lid open

We use the Qubit DNA quantification machine to read fluorescence for both one-time
readings and temporal acquisitions. The measurement with the machine was originally
intended for DNA quantification, but we decided to use it also to measure strand
displacement. In its intended use, a specific buffer with intercalating dye is to be added
to a sample. The sample, put in a plastic tube with thin walls (sold by the manufacturer),
is illuminated with a blue LED. Finally a receptor to measures the resulting green
emission. However, Indeed, the emission excitation and emission wavelengths are
compatible with fluorescein, with allowed us to measure the fluoresence similarly to a
regular fluorometer. Using this machine has several advantages for one-time readings
has several advantages: 1) there is no warm-up time; 2) the sample volume is smaller, it
requires only 200 µL of solution; 3) the acquisition of many samples is faster than in a
regular fluorometer, as there is no need to clean a cuvette; 4) it is possible to measure
the samples several hours later to obtain long-time equilibrium measurements; 5) we
can compare the measurements with regular fluorometers One caveat is that, compared
to quartz cuvettes, the plastic tubes are prone to ssDNA and dsDNA adhesion on the
tubes, which decreases the signal significantly. However, we will describe passivation
techniques to limit this phenomenon. We also managed to perform measurements as a
function of time. The next paragraphs describe our protocols for one-time measurements,
how tube tube passivation can be done, and how to process the machine’s data.

Sample Aquisition We managed to sucessfully read samples with a volume of 180 µL
to 220 µL and a concentration of 2.5 nM to 10 nM FAM-modified strands. The Qubit is
located in an air-conditioned room at 21°C, so we wait a few minutes for our samples
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to equilibrate thermally. We put the sample in, making sure the orientation of the cap
is consistent, and close the Qubit lid. It is important not to write anything on the tube
caps, which could impact the measurement. We select the dsDNA High Sensitivityany
option and measure. It shows an estimated concentration based on the calibration of the
previous user, which must be ignored. The relevant data is the Green RFU value, found
in the Data tab. For temporal data, it is important to remove the tube from the Qubit
because doing several acquisitions in a row raises the sample temperature, which affects
the fluorescence measurements. We did not observe any photobleaching happening over
30 acquisitions.

Tube surface passivation The fluorescence signal of the same Qubit sample signifi-
cantly decreased over time. We believe the signal drop is due to strands sticking to the
walls of the tubes, which inhibits the fluorescence. We have tested three passivations: 1)
adding 20-mer of T -nucleotides in the buffer; 2) adding Bovine Serum Albumine (BSA)
(concentrated 0.02%)directly in the buffer; 3) the incubation of the tube surface with
BSA concentrated at at 0.02% for 10 minutes prior to the experiments. It is followed by
two rinsing with water. BSA in the buffer inhibited the signal decrease,and was used for
the first experiments with the Qubit. However, we were worried by the possibility of
pipetting errors due to the high viscosity of the buffer. We settled with the passivation of
tube surface. However, this process take significant times and manipulation compared
to the add of BSA in the buffer.

Data Processing We export the data on a USB key. It writes a CSV file that we load
into a DataFrame with the Pandas Python library. No data processing is done other than
normalizing the fluorescence similarly to the regular fluorometer (to dillution equivalent
for 200 µL). This way we can compare the fluorescence signals before and after dilutions
when adding species. It was unclear whether adding a non fluorescent volume modifies
the signal only according to the dillution, because the LED might illuminate variable
portion of the volume. We have evidence with control samples, that such normalizations
are correct, at least within our volume variations.

7.2.4 Experiments

Samples Preparation

All the samples (origami, step cover duplexes and cover ) are prepared or annealed in the
same buffer, composed of TAE (at 1X concentration), with MgCl2 12.5 mM added.

Monomers Monomers (cover strands alone), are denaturated at 1 µM at 95°C for 3 min,
and then bring back to 25°C for 5 min. This makes sure there are no duplexes or
secondary structures in the stock tubes. We have tried annealing it instead with other
samples, and it does not have a measurable impact.

Duplexes and linker complexes For duplexes (like step-cover duplex ) and bigger
complexes (linker complex of Toy Model B), we proceed to an annealing with 1 µM of each
strand. For simplicity, we assume the differences of concentration from what is claimed
by the manufacturer is negligible. For the linker complex, it is particularly important to
have each species at the same concentration, which otherwise decreases the yield of the
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complex, by increasing the yield of the corresponding duplex. For the step cover mix,
with step cover and cover strand , we annealed everything in a single tube.

DNA Origami Annealing DNA origami are annealed at 20 nM scaffold. We use a
10X excess of each staple (200 nM for each staple). It is necessary to start from a high
concentration because gel purification has small yield.

Contrary to Part I, we proceed to a one hour (instead of 3 hours) long annealing with
a temperature range from 95 °C to 25 °C at constant rate. Agarose gel and AFM in the
result section will show that the assembly is still correct.

DNA Origami Purification DNA Origami are gel purified on agarose 1%, 50 V for
three hours. Both the gel preparation buffer and the running buffer is TBE at 0.5X,
11 mM MgCl2 We put intercalating dye only in the wells (10X SybrSafe) we discuss this
at the end of this paragraph. The band is then extracted on a blue light transilluminator.
Origamis are extracted using the Montage Gel Extraction kit, which is composed of
a nebulizer that splits the agarose into small chunks, and a cellulose membrane that
retains the agarose. We start by rinsing the membrane with water and spinning it at
5 krcf for 5 minutes at 4°C. Then we add the extracted agarose band, and spin it at 5 krcf
for 5 minutes at 4°C. We immediately put the extracted buffer containing the origami in
a BSA-passivated tube, for future fluorescence measurement.

Discussion on intercalating dye for agarose gel We explain why we add dye to the
samples. It is more common to add the intercalating dye at 1X in the gel rather than in
the sample. It gives better fluorescence when extracting the band. However, since our
extraction kit simply extract the buffer of the band of interest, it could extract almost
1X of dye. Then we were worried that when adding the sample to our fluorometer
experiment, this dye could induce a fluorescence signal. We see two risks. First that
the added fluorescence signal evolves because intercalating dye is much more likely
to photobleach than fluorescein. The second risk is that the dye goes into ssDNA and
dsDNA of the experiment, and . Because of time constraints, we prefered minimizing
the amount of intercalating dye by adding it only in the sample.

7.2.5 Modelisation

We describe here the kinetic models used to model our experiment fluorescence measure-
ments and extract kinetic rates. We start with the simplest 2-states model that accounts
for strand displacement in Toy Model A. In the following definition, the "surface" will
refer to the surface strand in the Toy Model A, the linker complex in Toy Model B, or
the origami with two functionalized staples in Toy Model C.

Description of the Two States Model

We assume that the evolution of the strand displacement is ruled by two bimolecular
rates (Figure 7.4). The rate kf (forward rate) for the conversion of a step-cover complex
and one surface monomer to a step-surface duplex and a cover monomer. And the
inverse rate kb (backward rate) for the conversion of a step-surface duplex and a cover
monomer to a step-cover complex and one surface monomer.

We denote by [surf], [C], [S•surf], [S•C] the concentrations of respectively the surface
monomer, the cover monomer, the step-surface duplex, the step-cover duplex.
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Using these bimolecular rates, we can explicit the differential equation for the
evolution of the concentrations of each constituent (Equation 7.1).

kf

kb

surface path-surface

path-cover
cover

Figure 7.4: Two states rate mode for toy model A

Description 
d[surf]

dt = kb[S • surf][C]− kf [surf][S •C]
d[S•C]

dt = d[surf]
dt

d[C]
dt = −d[surf]

dt
d[S•surf]

dt = −d[surf]
dt

(7.1)

By conservation of the oligo concentrations we express d[surf]
dt as a function of [S]: :

d[surf]
dt

= kb

(
[C]0[S • surf]0 + [C]0[surf]0 + [S • surf]0[surf]0 + [surf]0

2
)
+

(kb − kf )[surf]2+

(−[C]0kb − kb[S • surf]0 − 2kb[surf]0 − kf [S •C]0 + kf [S]0)[S] (7.2)

Equation 7.2 is a Riccati’s equation with constant coefficients. The solution is not
exponential unless kf = kb.

Equilibrium of the two states models Equation 7.1 with d[surf]
dt = 0 gives

kf
kb

=
[S • surf][C]
[surf][S •C]

(7.3)

One can show that Equation 7.3 gives

[S • surf]
[surf] + [S • surf]

=
kf [S •C]

kb[C] + kf [S •C]
(7.4)

Since surf and S • surf are the only complexes containing the surface strand, the
quantity [S•surf]

[surf]+[S•surf] of Equation 7.4 is the ratio of conversion of surface to step-surface.
We we refer to it as the step assembly ratio.

Limit of the two-states model in with constant step-cover and cover concentrations
It is relevant to consider constant concentrations of step-cover and cover. Indeed, in the
experiments for the random walk, the two species are in excess concentration over the
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DNA origamis. We denote by [C] and [S •C] the constant concentrations of cover and
path-cover. The equations are:{

[surf]′ (t) = −kf [surf](t)× [S •C] + kb[S • surf](t)× [C]
[S • surf]′ (t) = kf [surf](t)× [S •C]− kb[S • surf](t)× [C]

By conservation of the concentration of surface spieces, [surf](t) + [S • surf](t) =
[surftotal] is constant. This gives :

[surf]′ (t) = kb[surftotal]× [C]− [surf] (t)(kf × [S •C] + kb × [C])

At equilibrium we have,

[surf]′ (t) = 0⇔ [surf] (t) = [surftotal]
kb[C]

kbC + kf [S •C]

By denoting

A = [surf]′ (t = 0)− [surftotal]
kb[C]

kb[C] + kf [S •C]

We have :

surf(t) = Aexp(−t × (kf [S •C] + kb[C])) + [surftotal]
kb[C]

kb[C] + kf [S •C]

Or, expressed with [S • surf](t): ,

[S • surf](t) = A′ exp(−t × (kf [S •C] + kb[C])) + [surftotal]
kf [S •C]

kb[C] + kf [S •C]

This result, with constant step and step-cover has two practical advantages. First,
the kinetics do not depend on the concentration of surface, meaning that there is less
possibility of experimental variations when reproducing the experiments. The second
advantage is that since the solution is exponential, it is easier to fit and extract the
parameters from experimental curves, compared to computing the differential equations.

Equivalence between thermodynamic equilibrium and equilibrium of the two states
model A kinetic model is correct thermodynamically if the rates respect the detailed
balance (Equation 7.5).

kf
kb

detailed balance= e−∆G
°/RT (7.5)

We can note that at equilibrium we find again Equation 7.3.

kf
kb

detailed balance= e−∆G
°/RT = K

law of mass action=
[S • surf][C]
[surf][S •C]

(7.6)
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7.3 DNA Sequences

Figures 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7 represent the DNA sequences used for the Toy Models A, B and
C.

step GGAAGTAAGGATGGATAGTTGAAGGGTAGGG

CCCTACCCTTCAACTATCCATCCTTACTTCCcover

CCTTCAACTATCCATCCTTACTTCCCTCTCC /36-FAM/surface F 3'

3'-GGAGAG-5'

3'-GGTGAG-5' mismatch 1

3'-GGATAG-5' mismatch 2 /5IABkFQ/

Figure 7.5: DNA Sequences for Toy Model A

CCAGCTATTGGATAATCCTGCGATTAAGACC

T
T
T
T
T
T

T
T
T
T
T
T

CCTTCATTC

3'-CATATA-5'

linker complex

g0

3'-CATATC-5' g1

3'-CACATA-5' g2

3'-CACACA-5' g3

CTACCTATCAACTTCC/56-FAM/

step

cover

CCTTCAACTATCCATCCTTACTTCC

GGAAGTAAGGATGGATAGTTGAAGG

5'-CTTATA-3' p0

5'-CATTAA-3' p1

5'-CTTCAT-3' p2

5'-CTCTCC-3' p3

5'-GTATAT-3' g0

5'-GTATAG-3' g1

5'-GTGTAT-3' g2

5'-GTGTGT-3' g3

5'-TATAAG-3' g0

5'-TTAATG-3' g1

5'-ATGAAG-3' g2

5'-GGAGAG-3' g3

Figure 7.6: DNA Sequences for Toy Model B
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CCTTCATTC CTACCTATCAACTTCC

3'-CATATA-5' g0

3'-CATATC-5' g1

3'-CACATA-5' g2

3'-CACACA-5' g3 /56-FAM/

step

cover

CCTTCAACTATCCATCCTTACTTCC

GGAAGTAAGGATGGATAGTTGAAGG

5'-CTTATA-3' p0

5'-CATTAA-3' p1

5'-CTTCAT-3' p2

5'-CTCTCC-3' p3

5'-GTATAT-3' g0

5'-GTATAG-3' g1

5'-GTGTAT-3' g2

5'-GTGTGT-3' g3

5'-TATAAG-3' g0

5'-TTAATG-3' g1

5'-ATGAAG-3' g2

5'-GGAGAG-3' g3
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CTCTGCGATTAAGACC

GAGACGCTAATTCTGG

Figure 7.7: DNA Sequences for Toy Model C
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8.1 Toy Model A : One-strand Substrate

There was three goals for the experiments with the Toy Model A : 1) To check that
we can replicate and analyse toehold exchange strand displacement (TESD). 2) To
experimentally find toehold sequences or concentration conditions to balance the system.
3) To work in excess conditions of cover strand and step-cover duplex .

We will also see that we need to make the step attachement toehold really weak in
order to reach half fluorescence in conditions with equal concentration of step-cover
and cover. For this we tried to first rely on Guanine quenching instead of Dark quencher
to reduce the energetic impact of the dark quencher. This was not sufficient, so we
introduced a mismatch in the toehold, which, this time, yielded a balanced equilibrium.

8.1.1 Experimental Results

Unidirectionnal Displacement at Low Equimolar Concentration

We conducted two experiments : 1) a forward experiment, starting from surface strands
(2 nM), with the manual introduction of step cover duplexes (2 nM); 2) a backward
experiment, starting from of step-surface duplexes )2 nM), with the introduction of cover
monomers (2 nM). In both cases, the two states sytem is expected to go in one direction
only, but progressively balanced by either the release of cover strand or the duplexation
of step strand with cover strand . Both experiments contain the same concentration of each

115
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strand and should theoretically converge to the same equilibrium. This is supported
by the fact that the final fluorescence levels are close by. We fit the parameters kf
and kb at the same time on both curves, using the two-states model. We found kf =
2.16 × 106 s−1 M−1 and 3.42 × 105 s−1 M−1. The ratio between the two, which is also the
equilibrium constant for the forward reaction is equal to K = kf /kb = 6.3. The conclusion
from this experiment is that the forward reaction is faster than the backward reaction.
We can note that the fitted curve for the detachment of step strand does not follow
precisely the first few minutes of measurements. We discuss the possible explanation in
one of the following paragraphs.
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Figure 8.1: Fluorimetric measurements of the displacement of Toy Model A. The top
curve (points) is obtained by adding 2 nM step-cover duplex to 2 nM of surface. The
bottom curve (points) is obtained by adding 2 nM cover strand to 2 nM of step-surface
duplex. The lines correspond to the 2-step model fit, with parameters kf = 2.16 × 106

3.42 × 105.

Displacement on a mix of step-cover duplex and cover strand We conducted another
experiment to validate the model and the rate obtained previously. This time, we started
from 2 nM step-surface duplex and manually add a mix of 1 nM cover strand and 1 nM
step-cover duplex . In total there is 1 nM cover strand less cover strand , and 1 nM more
step strand , so we expect the equilibrium to move towards step disassembly and reach a
lower fluorescence level. Figure 8.2 shows the experimental curve and the evaluation
with the rates from the previous experiments. The fluorescence level at equilibrium is
correctly predicted by the model and parameters. However, similarly to the previous
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experiments, the first few minutes of the curve is not correctly predicted.
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Figure 8.2: Fluorometer measurements of 2 nM step-surface duplex, with the manual
adding of a mix of 1 nM cover strand and 1 nM step-cover duplex . Model evaluation from
rates parameters kf = 2.16 × 106 kb =3.42 × 105 ( kf /kb = 6.3)

Reversibility in low concentration conditions. Despite the system not being balanced,
we further confirm the strand displacement with an experiment where the system goes
in both directions. The experiment startes from 2 nM step-surface. Then we manually
added 2 nM of cover. When the signal stabilized, we manually added 2 nM of step-cover .
Then we manually add again 2 nM of cover. The first two part are exponential behavior,
with change of monotony. The third step (when adding 2 nM of cover) have a linear
looking behavior. The change of monotony confirms reversible characteristic of toehold
exchange strand displacement (TESD).
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Figure 8.3: Fluorimetric measurements of displacement of 2 nM step-surface by suc-
cessively 2 nM cover, 2 nM step-cover and 2 nM cover. The calibration could not be
set properly due to inconsistencies in fluorescence levels between samples. However,
based on previous experiments, a distribution of 0.5 nM step-surface and 1.5 nM surface
is expected at the first peak.

These experiments confirmed the behaviour of TESD. However, we measured a
imblance of the system, with the step attachment rate being almost 6 times the step
detachment rate. The modelling using a two-step model is correct, though the step
detachment curves is not accurately modeled. Further experiments suggest that
remaining monomer in the step-surface samples could have this kind of impact.
However, this most likely does not largely impact the estimation of K = 6.3. In
the next experiments, we will focus on balancing the forward and backward
rates. First we will remove the TT "bulge" parts that add a unecessary complexity.
Assuming that the direct contact quenching induces a binding energy bonus, we
will also explore how to mitigate it.

Energy Bonus Effect of Direct Contact Quenching

Alternative reporting designs without direct contact quenching Duplexes with
direct contact quenching are known to have an associated energy bonus. We wanted here
to check that the imblance of the system was not due to this direct contact quenching.
For this we made several alternative reporting versions (Figure 8.4). In all these versions,
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and from now on, we removed the TT part inside the branch migration domains to
simplify the study. These versions contains two strategies. The first one is to extend the
distance between the quencher and the fluorophore, by adding a 6T sequence. The other
strategy is to use Guanine quenching, by adding a GG sequence instead of the regular
dark quencher. Indeed, fluorescein inhibits it fluorescence in the presence of Guanine.

GG
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TTTTTT

FAM / quenchera)
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d)
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f)

g)

spaced FAM / quencher

spaced FAM / spaced
GG

FAM / spaced GG

FAM / GG

FAM / nothing

GG

TTTTTTGG

TTTTTT
spaced FAM / GG

Figure 8.4: Alternative quenching designs. The sun and black hole pictograms represent
the modifications with the flurophore and dark quencher.

Melting temperature of the alternative reporting versions. Figure 8.5 shows the melt-
ing temperature of the alternative reporting duplexes. The versions without quencher
and without GG was not ordered and tested.

First, we discuss the quality of the reporting. Most of the melting curve have an
intense peak on the derivative curve. Only the versions with spaced fluorophore / GG (e)
and spaced fluorophore / spaced GG (d) have a low peak. It means that the quenching
effiency is significantly decreased for these versions. However, the spaced fluorophore/
GG shows a good quality reporting. Because, in all versions, the end of the toehold near
the quencher has a GG sequence, we make the hypothesis that the guanine quenching
in the FAM / spaced GG (c) and FAM / GG (f) works not only because of the extended
GG sequence, but because of the GG sequence inside the toehold. This hypothesis will
be later confirmed in Toy Model A, where we completely removed the quencher (g),
without replacing it with a GG sequence.

Now we discuss the measured melting temperatures. First we point out that we
have to be cautious, since the temperature steps in the qPCR was of 1 °C. However, the
results obtained follow our expectations. The direct contact quenching produces the
highest melting temperature, which translates into higher stability for the duplex. When
preventing the direct contact by spacing the fluorophore, the associated energy bonus
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decreases. Finally, all the Guanine quenching versions have the same, and lowered
melting temperature. We did the same measurement between the step strand and the
cover strand.

We also measured the melting temperature of the step-surface duplex. We observed
the step strand versions with respectively the dark quenchers, quencher, GG-extension,
and spaced GG-extension. We measured respecitively 70 °C,71 °C,72 °C. With this tem-
perature being lower than the temperature of all versions of step-cover, it again confirms
the imblance of our system. However, we cannot explain why the melting temperature of
these step-surface versions are different. In all further experiments with this Toy Model,
we switched to GG-extension reporting (f) to try balancing the forward and backward
rates.

72 73 74
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TTTTTT

spaced FAM / quencher
GG
FAM / GG
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TTTTTT
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spaced FAM / spaced GG

TTTTTTGG
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b)

c)

d)
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f)

Figure 8.5: Melting temperature of the alternative reporting versions. The melting
temperature are measured from hybridization curves, with 1°C steps, at 1 µM of each
strand. The red squares indicates samples with a significant decrease of signal level.
The letter refers to the Figure 8.4.
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Moving the Equilibrium using Medium Range Concentrations Imbalances

Using the GG-extension reporting version, we ran experiments with different step and
step-cover concentrations. Two configurations were evaluated, both on 2.5 nM surface.
One with a dilution range of a mix of 40 nM step-cover and 60 nM cover (Figure 8.6b).
The other with a fixed 10 nM step-cover plus a concentration range of 0 nM to 20 nM
cover (Figure 8.6a). Having replicated successfully the curve of Figure 8.6a, we decided
to fit the parameter K only on this curve. We obtain a value K = 5.66 which is a bit lower
than the value 6.3 estimated based on the low concentration kinetics of the version with
the quencher.

This decrease is explained by the removal of the direct quenching energy bonus. The
first curve is not accurately described by the model with the parameter value K = 5.66.
However we are satisfied by the low variation showed in both the measurements and
the model.

Figure 8.7 represents the measured conditions of both curves on a phase diagram for
the value K = 5.66. The phase diagram shows how to reach a balanced system using a
concentration imbalance (green part). In the random walk system, a concentration of at
least 50 nM would be required, which means about 300 nM of cover to balance the system.
We think the high concentration of cover could cause additional spurious phenomena.
This experiment shows that even if we exclude any possible bonus associated with direct
contact quenching, there is still a bias towards step assembly. The required concentration
imbalance to balance the system are not satisfying. In the next paragraph, we explore
changing the toehold energies to balance the system.
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(a) Equilibrium fluorescences for 10 nM surface with a dillution range of a mix with 40 nM
step-cover and 60 nM cover. The line shows the fitting using the two states model, which gives
K = 5.66.
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(b) 10nM surface + (10nM step-cover + 0- 20nM cover)

Figure 8.6: Equilibrium fluorescence for the Toy Model A with guanine quenching,
measured with the Qubit.
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Figure 8.7: Phase diagrams of step-assembly yield for the two states models. The
ratio K = kf /kb = 5.66 from the fit of the experiments equilibrium is used. The points
represent the experimental conditions that were measured.

Effect of Toehold Mismatch

In the previous section, we saw the limited effect of concentration balancing on the
two-state system. In this section, we propose to balance this by drastically changing the
toehold energies. To achieve this, we chose two variations of the step strand : one with a A
turned into a T and one with a G turned into a T. (Figure 8.8a.) When duplexes with the
surface strand, these variations induce mismatches, which strongly affects the binding
energy. For respectively 2.5 nM surface and 5 nM surface we add a mix of 40 nM step-
cover and 60 nM cover. As expected, we observe important differences in fluorescence
(Figure 8.8b). In Figure 8.8c we represent the evaluation of the reaction constants
(K), computed using the minimum and maximum fluorescence, and the concentration
conditions. For the non-mismatch version, the observed K = 12 for 2.5 nM surface is
twice the one evaluated at equilibrium using a range of dilutions of the step-cover mix
under 40 nM step-cover 60 nM cover. For the mismatch 1 version, we observed K = 1.2
which is promising, as very close to balance. Finally, the mismatch 2 version has a
K = 0.25, indicating a system biased towards step detachment.
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(c) Equilibrium fluorescent measurement
of 2.5nM and 5nM surface with a mix of
40nM path-cover + 60nM cover

Figure 8.8: Mismatch effect on the equilibrium signal, measured with the Qubit machine.

Effect of excess cover

Finally, we observe the impact of excess conditions of step-cover/cover. These are the
intended experimental conditions for the random walk experiment. The motivation
was also to check if no abnormal behaviors occurred and if the rate ratio remained
constant when scaling the concentrations. Figure 8.9a shows the displacement of 2.5 nM
surface with a mix of 40 nM step-cover and 60 nM cover. We observe a fast exponential
decrease, followed by an affine decrease in the signal. The two-states model explains
that in such conditions, the time constant is very small τ = 1/(kf [step-cover] +kb[cover]).
For the parameters inferred on the 2 nM low concentration, this time constant is equal
to about 5s. So the affine decrease confirms the presence of a spurious process. To
grasp the misreading impact of this leaking on the evaluation of K parameters, we
evaluate the constant K at different points. In Figure 8.9a, the fluorescence after the fast
decrease corresponds to K = 1.05, and the value after 1000s corresponds to K = 2.10.
The impact of leaking is stronger in Figure 8.9b. Just after the adding of cover, if the
fluoresence signal were to remain constant, then the equilibrium constant would be
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(a) Fluoresence signal of displacement for 2.5 nM surface with a mix of 40 nM step-cover and
60 nM cover.
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(b) Fluorescence signal of displacement for 2.5 nM surface + 100 nM step-cover + 100 nM cover.
The signal is adjusted to account for signal reduction from dillution. The signal effect of the
cover is fast and not visible, however a abnormal decrease of the signal is observed aftewards.

Figure 8.9: Fluorescence curves for the Toy Model A with the step toehold having
mistmatch 1 sequence.
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K = 1.57. However, the signal then decreases (which is not expected), and converges to a
fluorescence value corresponding to K = 4.22.

We have shown that we managed to perform TMSD, but that our original toehold
is imblanced, with K = kf /kb ≈ 6.3. Thinking that direct contact quenching could
explain this imbalance, we tried several techniques to prevent it, including the
complete removal of the quencher. After switching to guanine quenching, we
observed how the equilibrium of the system moves with different mixes ratio of
step-cover. For this system, we measure a constant K = 5.6. This is a bit lower to
the first system, which means that switching to Guanine quenching did reduce
the imbalance. But this is still important, so to balance the system, we tested two
path versions with mismatches on the path-assembly toeholds. The mismatch
successfully changed the behaviors, with K = 1.2 and K = 0.15. However, one
caveat is that we observed a spurious process that decreases the fluorescence
linearly when assembling path. We think again that step strands not duplexed
with cover strands could explain this phenomenon. These toehold mismatches
was conceived to avoid ordering different surface strands. The validation of the
use of mismatches in the toeholds is a great tool for the future of the project. First,
it is an easy technique to drastically change the energy of a toehold. Secondly, we
could see an application in the random walk experiments of the project. Indeed,
the random walk design uses two versions of the step and cover strands, sharing
two toeholds. Each toehold is used both fortthe step assembly and the (other) step
disassembly. In this case, the use of a mismatch on the appropriate cover could
tune the energy of either the step assembly or step disassembly independently.
In conclusion, we managed to observe a balanced strand displacement path
exchange, even if a strong spurious process occurs. Despite the presence of this
spurious phenomenon, we complexified the experiments, moving to Toy Model B.
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8.2 Toy Model B : Two-strands Substrate

Toy Model B is a variant of Toy Model A in which the displacement domain is split in
two, similar to our final random walk design. We will show that our DNA complexes
do not favor path assembly when we simulate their mean structures with molecular
dynamics. The three goals of the experimental section are: 1) to make sure we still
observe strand displacement on this toy model; 2) to prove that strand displacement
is initiated by the toehold and not by leaking. 3) To find a toehold combination that
reaches half fluorescence at steady state.

We have conducted experiments on a subset of 16 total toeholds, exploring a vast
energetic landscape. We will see that while there is still a toehold effect in this toy
model, we failed to find a toehold pair giving equilibrated half fluorescence. We believe
that this matches the OxDNA relaxations that suggested a big energy barrier to path
assembly.

8.2.1 Molecular Dynamic Simulations

We simulated with oxDNA the structures of the Toy Model B at different steps of the
displacement (Figure 8.10). First we see that the linker complex with the step strand
attached to it is stable and has enough flexibility with the 6T junctions. However, when
the step strand is not attached, the two parts of the linker complexe are streched far
appart. There are two reasons for this. First the choice of length 31 nt for the linker
part make both strands "going out" at opposed angle to the helix. Secondly, due to
stacking, one of the strands "goes out" on the linker strand orthogonally, while the other
tends to stack it single-stranded T nucleotides, which makes it "go out" in the same
direction as the linker strand. We imagined an iteration of this design to solve this
stacking problem, but it meant adding a fourth strand. The impact of these geometrical
remarks, is an energy barrier that could inhibit the strand displacement mechanism
from happening. A further analysis of this oxDNA simulation could help predicting
the energy barrier, and the resulted rate reduction. However, we choose in this work to
focus on the experimental measurement of the rate for this system.
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Before
oxDNA
simulation

After oxDNA
simulation

Figure 8.10: Domain steps of step-cover displacement on the linker complex. The left
part is how we imagined the structures to be, which is also the initial state of the
oxDNA simulation. The right part is a representative configuration when computing
the trajectory of the complex.
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8.2.2 Experimental Results

Our experiments focus first on the particular case of linker complex with toehold
versions p0g0 (the weakest toeholds, both for step attachment and step detachment).
We will see that it behaves similarly to the negative control (but that stronger toehold
versions behave differently). Also, we observe the path attachment yield by progressive
addition of cover strands. In an second part, we study the kinetics of step attachment and
detachment for different toehold energies. We will observe the impact of toehold energy,
validating the cooperative effect of our split toehold exchange strand displacement
mechanism.

Weak Toeholds

Effectiveness of the displacement on the linker complex. We study the version with
the weakest toehold on both sides (p0g0). Figures 8.11a shows the kinetics of step
attachment and detachment after adding 100 nM step-cover and 100 nM cover on both
dock strand and linker complex. The dock strand does not contain the toehold domain
and is used as a negative control. Being in excess conditions, we model each part as an
exponential curve plus an affine component to account for spurious phenomena. We can
observe that there is a strand displacement effect on the negative control. However the
time constant is greater to the one corresponding to the complete linker complex. While
the impact of the negative control is greater than expected, this still validate the effect of
the toehold for the displacement on this Toy Model B. If we apply the two-states model,
we find bimolecular rate of kf = 2 × 105 s−1 M−1, kf = 1.2 × 105 s−1 M−1 for respectively
linker complex and negative control.

Interpretation of the results with the two-states model We discuss the validity
of the two-step models in this experiments. In both samples, the adding of cover
produces similar time constant (138 and 140 s). In particular, this detachment time
constant is greater than the attachment constants. This is not possible in the two
steps model, because τdetachement = 1/(kf [step-cover] + kb[cover]) should be lower than
τattachement = 1/kf [step-cover]. We think this is due to the presence of step strands not
hybridized in the step-cover assembly. It would add a rate in the attachment process.
However, when adding the excess cover, the cover could bind to the step monomer, which
make it disapear from the kinetic of the disassembly step. If hypothesis is correct, then
the two states model gives τNC = 1

k′f [Pmono] and τattachement = 1
kf [step-cover]+k′f [Pmono] . Thus,

kf = ( 1
τattachement

− 1
τNC

)/[step-cover] = 7.56 × 104 s−1 M−1. The time constant if only this
rate kf applied would be 132.28 s. This is still smaller that 138 and 140 s so something
is off. To sum this analysis, the time constants we measured are not compatible with the
two-states model evaluated with the correct input concentrations. Using the negative
control, and assuming an excess of step as a monomer inluences the kinetic of the
forward step, we obtain a forward displacement rate of 7.56 × 104 s−1 M−1. However,
even with this rate, the two states model does not make sense in the step detachement
phase.
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Figure 8.11: Qubit experiments on p0g0. Every used tube was passivated with BSA.
Annealing and preparation of samples for p0g0 version at 1uM. Dillution of the linker
complex to 2.5nM were made in 2mL lobind eppedorf first.

Stronger toeholds

Figure 8.12 shows the excess experiment made with four combinations of the toehold
versions: from weaker to stronger, p0g0, p1g1,p2g2,p3g3. First, we observe that the
fluorescence of each sample varies a lot (from 550 to 750). The fluorescent strand
is always the same, but for each version, one strand colocated in the linker complex
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changes. This difference of colocated sequence could explain this fluorescence variability.
Also, as the assembly yield of the linker complex could vary between the sample, because
the stock concentrations of the components was not checked. Finally, a more probable
explanation is the pipetting error. To keep the linker at 1 µM to prevent loss, we had
to pipette 1.25 µL using 2.5 µL pipette. We could measure a maximum 7% error when
pipetting this with a precision scale. However being at excess step-cover and cover
conditions, the kinetics is should not dependent on the linker complex concentrations.

To study the kinetics, as previously, we fit a exponential plus affine curve. We
observe that the stronger the attaching toehold is (gi) the smaller the time constant
is. For the p1g1 it is not the case, but the strong affine effect could lead to a wrong
estimate of the time constant. A similar effect happens for step detachment. The stronger
the detachment toehold is (pi), the smaller the time constant is. About the two-step
model, the same problem time constant for attachment and detachment happens for
the versions p0g0 and p1g1. For the versions p2g2 and p3g3, this is not the case. If our
hypothesis is true, it would be because the kinetic term associated to step as a monomer
becomes insignificant.

Finally, we discuss the final fluorescence level for each curve. This level is inter-
pretable, because remaining monomer step should be bound to excess covers at this
stage. Because of the difference of fluorescence levels, we are not convinced that every
minimum signal level corresponds to fully assembled step complexes. However, this
still gives a bound for the step assembly yield, which is clearly not balanced.
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Figure 8.12: We prepared two kind of samples. The path-dock, that we use to know the
fluorescence of quenched dock. We used dock only , which is only the dock domain, with
6-FAM on 5’end. For the kinetic experiments, we add the buffer TAE 1X Mg12.5mM,
then 1.25uL of 1uM linker complex (2nM in Vtot = 500uL). Then we proceed in two
parts: the "path-attachement part" by adding 25uL of path-cover (50nM in Vtot =
500uL), we wait to equilibrium is possible. Secondly the "path-detachment part" by
adding 25uL of cover (50nM in Vtot = 500uL).
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The Toy Model B validates that our variation of toehold exchange strand displace-
ment works: the energy of the path-attachment toehold has an effect on the path
attachment rate, indicating a cooperative effect between the dock and the step-
attachment toehold, that are colocalized using the linker complex. We have strong
and consistent arguments to explain that the high rate of the negative control is
due to the presence of step monomers. Even if we could not measure both step
attachement and detachement rates due to this, we could still analyze the final
fluorescence levels. However, we did not find a toehold pair that produced a
perfectly balanced system.
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8.3 Toy Model C : Origami Substrate

Even if we could not find a balanced system for Toy Model B, we tried to replicate the
result of toehold effect on the Toy Model C where the system is now supported on a
DNA origami. We designed a new origami for this, in the shape of a line (called origami
1DRW) for future experiments. We describe assembly and purification and then proceed
to fluorometer experiments on it.

8.3.1 Results on origami assembly and purification

Assembly We assembled it with a 10X concentration excess of staples. We observed the
result both with AFM (Figure 8.14) and on an agarose gel (Figure 8.13). This validates
the design as well as the fast annealing because we observe only one conformation on
the gel, and it has the correct shape on AFM imaging.

Figure 8.13: Gel of 1DRW annealed dock on lane 4. Lane 3 contains 1kb generuler
ladder.
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Figure 8.14: AFM image in air of the 1DRW origami. The origami is not purified, many
staples are visible on the mica.

Purification We validated the purification on agarose gel 1%, with intercalating dye
only in the sample. This makes sure that only a minimal amount of Intercalating dye
remains in the buffer after Montage extraction kit which only extract the buffer and its
content from the extracted agarose parts. This is important for us because we want no
signal from the intercalating dye, which is furthermore more prone to photobleaching
than our fluorophore.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.15: AFM image in air of the purified DNA origami for Toy Model C. In a) or b),
very few staples are visible.
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8.3.2 Fluorometer experiments

Preliminary results of the cooperative effect of path-attachement
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Figure 8.16: Flurometer experiment on the line origami. The experiment is conducted
in two steps : 1) the assembly of the step strand with the introduction of the step-cover
complex. 2) the diassembly of the step strand with the introduction of the cover strand.

We prepared two versions of the origami. The first one is the negative control, with only
the dock staple to observe toehold-less step attachment. The second one has the dock
staple, and the previous step staple, showing the g3 toehold (stronger version).

We observe in a fluorometer the signal emitted by the dock staple. First a sample of a
6-FAM-modified oligo purified in HPLC, and the same buffer gave us a signal reference
for 2 nM. This let us estimate the origami concentration based on the initial fluorescence.
The fluorescence of the origami could be slightly decreased due to the presence of the
surface of the origami. Similarly as in the Toy Model B, because the experiments are
done in excess step-cover and cover conditions, the results should not be affected by the
variations of initial concentrations of origami.

We did three measurements :

• Negative control 1 : origami with the dock staple. The origami is estimated to
0.39 nM. Then 10 nM of step-cover are added, followed by 10 nM of cover.

• Negative control 2: origami with the dock staple. The origami is estimated to
0.26 nM. Then 10 nM of step-cover are added, followed by 10 nM of cover.

• toehold with p3g3 : origami with the dock staple, and the previous step staple.
The origami concentration is estimated to 0.22 nM. Then 7.2 nM of step-cover are
added. followed by 7.2 nM of cover are added. The idea was to keep the same ratio
[step-cover]/[cover] as in the negative control 1.
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The negative controls are not made exactly in the same conditions of excess of
step-cover and cover. However due to the similar concentrations ( 10 nM and 7.2 nM
), as a first analysis, we will consider that this concentration was identical. First, the
two negative controls signals gives different time constants. According to the two-state
model, it should not be the case, because they have with different origami concentrations,
but the same step-cover and cover concentrations. The linear effect on the signal could
affect the time constants, and explain this difference. Then by comparing the negative
control 2, and the sample with the toehold (p3g3), the origami concentrations are similar,
as well as the time constants. This seems to indicate that we don’t see a cooperative
effect between dock staple, and the previous step staple on the strand displacement.

However, due to a mistake, the previous step does not have a single-stranded T6

sequence between the origami and the toehold domain. First, this error could result
in the impossibility to assemble the step strand by mediation of the toehold. This
could either be because of an infeasible distance, or a too high energetic barrier to fully
assemble the path without leaking. Two things should be done: 1) perform oxDNA
simulations to observe the behavior of the oxDNA DNA model, with and without the
removal of T6 sequence on the staple, when the step strand is attached. 2) redo the same
experiment with this T6 sequence.

The same experiment with the single-stranded T6 on the staples should be done, in
order to valid

We successfully designed and assemble a DNA origami for supporting the Toy
Model C. On this Toy Model C, we tried to replicate the effect of Toy Model B,
using the strongest toehold we had. In the fluorometer curves, the time constants
with the negative control are too similar to confirm the presence of cooperative
effect with the toehold. We do not know if no cooperative effect occurs, or if the
high rate of leaking due to a possible effect of step monomers hide the cooperative
effect.



Conclusion and Perspectives

Summary of progress. In this work, we explored ways of implementing of DNA
random walk, supported by a DNA origami.

In the first part, we focused on the assembly of paths on DNA origami. We experi-
mented with two new designs of single-layered origami to prevent transient folding. It
gave us the opportunity to perfect our design and assembly techniques. In particular,
we pointed out difficulties such as the control of landing face on mica. On this DNA
origami, we tried annealing paths made of multiple strands. We could validate that this
kind of path can be visualized with our equipment. Because of the successful assembly
of a hard-coded path, we challenged our design by relaxing the constraints. With this,
we could assemble paths using a single set of 4 DNA strands. We tried to carefully
design the energies to be able to control the kinetics of assembly similarly to kTAM
technique of assembly.

In the second part, we designed a random walk system based on the strand dis-
placement technique. We approached it with a bottom-up methods using three Toy
Models or increasing complexity. Toy Model A let us acquire knowledge about strand
displacement experiments. We observed an imbalance in the system, and tried several
methods, such as the use of guanine quenching or toehold mismatch, to try to solve it.
It let us explore different ways of measuring the fluorescence, which in turn sensitized
us to the possiblity of strand loss on the tube surfaces. The experiments in excess
step-cover and cover cover conditions possess spurious behaviors. This is possibly due to
the presence of non-duplexed step. In the future, the purification of such duplexes prior
to experiments could give some insights. Then, the experiments on Toy Model B proved
that our variation of toehold exchange strand displacement works, despite the energetic
barrier created by the separation into two colocated strands. The two-state model, that
was effective for Toy Model A, did not make sense for all the toeholds versions. We could
measure that a high contribution of the signal evolution was not due to the presence of
the toehold. A hypothesis is again the presence of non-duplexed step, which has to be
taken into account in the kinetics. The fact that the stronger toehold versions are com-
patible with the two-states model supports this idea. Unfortunately, based on the final
fluorescence levels, we did not observe a toehold pair leading to a balanced two-states
system. In the future, the careful study of this data could help predict the appropriate
sequence to reach a balanced system. Finally, as for Model C which operates on a DNA
origami, we cannot conclude yet. We observe similar rates with the negative control,
again because of non-duplexed step in the solution. There are two possibilities: 1) a
cooperative effect could happen. But due to the effects with the origami surface effect,
the rate would be low, and the effect would be hidden by the displacement without the
toehold due to non-duplexed step in the solution; 2) the sequence error could spatially
spread the two staples too much, which makes the presence of the toehold useless. The
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effectiveness of the Toy Model B suggests that the latter possibility is more likely.

Perspectives. This work opens many perspectives for the future of the project. About
the methodology, we see several area of improvement. First many doubts would be
solved by accurately measuring and adjusting the concentration of each strand. Similarly,
one should use purified strands, in order to be sure that the measurement corresponds
to the desired strand concentation. In our experiments we could measure and control
fluoresence (and so strand) loss when pipetting inside the cuvette, and when measuring
the signal in Qubit plastic tubes. We had experiments where some loss happended in
Eppendorf tubes. Our solution was to use only 1 µM concentrated samples, which is
not always practical. Some work could be done to control the concentration from the
preparation to the use in experiments. When assembling duplexes or linker complexes,
we had to be in stoechiometry conditions, which means that there are some monomers
left.These monomers are likely to explain many leaky observations. In the future, the
use of acrylamide gel could solve this problem.

Finally for the experiment with a set of different toehold energies, it would be more
advised to use one long toehold sequence on one strand, and prefixed of the complemery
toehold in variations, similarly to the litterature. This way, the relationship between the
binding energy and the energy sequence would be more predictable.

Now we discuss potential strategies for the completion of the project. First, there is
work to be done on oxDNA simulations to obtain an estimation of the energy barriers
and rates in Toy Model B and Toy Model C. Also, the reduction of displacement rate
on the negative control will be crucial. First, it affects the correct measurement of the
rate we are interested in. Then, if this is due to leaking and not due to the presence of
step monomers, it will strongly affect the random walk. Finally, replication of the result
of Toy Model B, on the origami, and with the correct sequence, will be a significant
milestone for the implementation of the random walk on the origami.
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Scalable DNA algorithms

Abstract

The DNA computing field consists in using DNA as dynamic building blocks. By interacting
together, they can implement small algorithms and effectively compute.
Many successful approaches were made. For instance, by implementing logical circuits where
reconfigurations of DNA complexes progressively evaluate the network. Another approach is to
attach DNA strands according to defined rules to a substrate made of large DNA objects called
DNA origami. However, all the current approaches face the challenge of scalability. In most
designs, the size of the input is linked to either the DNA origami or the number of strands. The
number of strands, is limited not only technically but also theoretically, as there is an inherent
chance of hybridization error between two strands that are not fully complementary.
In this thesis, we want to solve this scalability issue on the particular problem of maze solving.
This problem was already solved in both in a non-reversible and non-scalable fashion. We
propose to implement a reversible random walk walker on a DNA origami. Our point is twofold.
First, we can make a design with only four different strands, no matter the size of the maze.
Most importantly, using reversibility is a key factor, as it can harness randomness to reverse
hybridization errors.
In the first part, we conducted experiments where we attached static paths made of DNA strands
on a DNA origami. We will validate our ability to both conduct, observe and process these
experiments. In the second part, we propose an implementation of a reversible random walk
using a variation of the toehold mediated strand displacement technique. We have conducted and
developed experiments on this variation using a bottom-up approach. Our experiments led to
preliminary results of the technique on a DNA origami.

Keywords: dna computing, dna origami, strand displacemement, scalable, random walk
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